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Grade 9

TES TIN G  R EP O R T

MA P  G R O WTH

S P R IN G  2 01 9 - 2 02 0

Summary

T E ST RI T  SCORE RANGE PE RCE NT I L E T YPI CAL  OF

Growth: Language 2-12
CCSS 2010 V2 224 222–226 60 >11th Grade Spring

Growth: Math 6+ CCSS
2010 V2 241 238–244 65 >11th Grade Spring

Growth: Reading 6+
CCSS 2010 V3 239 236–242 85 >11th Grade Spring

Growth: Science 9-12:
for use with NGSS 2013 230 227–233 87 >10th Grade Spring

Lexile Range 1355L–1505LL

De�nitions

RIT Score: The student’s overall score on the test.

RIT Range: If a student took the test again relatively soon, the score would fall within this range about 68% of the time.

Percentile Rank: The percentage of students in the national norms group for this grade, subject, and test
administration season that this student’s score equaled or exceeded.

Typical of: This is the grade level and test session at which the 50th percentile of the national norms group is
approximately equal to the student’s score.

Lexile Range: A score (displayed as a 150-point range) resulting from a correlation between NWEA’s RIT score and the
Lexile scale that helps identify reading material that is at an appropriate di�culty level for an individual student. More
information about the Lexile framework may be found: https://lexile.com

To investigate the colleges where your child’s score might take them, check out NWEA’s College Explorer Tool.

https://app.homeschoolboss.com/api/download-report-pdf?id=11671
https://homeschoolboss.com/
https://lexile.com/
https://www.nwea.org/research/innovation-leadership/research-data-galleries/mapping-the-road-to-college/


Language Usage

T E ST RI T  SCORE RANGE PE RCE NT I L E T YPI CAL  OF

Growth: Language 2-12
CCSS 2010 V2 224 222–226 60 >11th Grade Spring

SE CT I ON RI T  SCORE RE L AT I VE  T O AVE RAGE

Writing: Write, Revise Texts for
Purpose and Audience 226 High-Average

Language: Understand, Edit for
Grammar, Usage 221 Average

Language: Understand, Edit for
Mechanics 224 Average
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Mathematics

T E ST RI T  SCORE RANGE PE RCE NT I L E T YPI CAL  OF

Growth: Math 6+ CCSS
2010 V2 241 238–244 65 >11th Grade Spring

SE CT I ON RI T  SCORE RE L AT I VE  T O AVE RAGE

Operations and Algebraic Thinking 239 High-Average

The Real and Complex Number
Systems 249 High-Average

Geometry 240 High-Average

Statistics and Probability 236 Average
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Reading

T E ST RI T  SCORE RANGE PE RCE NT I L E T YPI CAL  OF

Growth: Reading 6+
CCSS 2010 V3 239 236–242 85 >11th Grade Spring

SE CT I ON RI T  SCORE RE L AT I VE  T O AVE RAGE

Literary Text: Key Ideas and Details 240 High

Literary Text: Language, Craft, and
Structure 239 High

Informational Text: Key Ideas and
Details 232 High-Average

Informational Text: Language, Craft,
and Structure 240 High

Vocabulary: Acquisition and Use 243 High
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Science - General Science

T E ST RI T  SCORE RANGE PE RCE NT I L E T YPI CAL  OF

Growth: Science 9-12:
for use with NGSS 2013 230 227–233 87 >10th Grade Spring

SE CT I ON RI T  SCORE RE L AT I VE  T O AVE RAGE

Life Science 234 High

Physical Science 228 High

Earth and Space Science 227 High-Average
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Learning Goals
The remainder of this report is an excerpt from NWEA’s Learning Continuum that details the skills and concepts that
are in the range of where your child performed on the MAP Growth test.

The “Reinforce” column shows skills and concepts where your child where your child was answering test items
correctly about 75% of time and may need reinforcement to build consistent pro�ciency and con�dence). The
“Develop” column contains skills and concepts your child was answering correctly about 50% of the time (their zone of
proximal development, or ZPD). The “Introduce” column has skills and concepts students were answering correctly
about 25% of the time and may require additional scaffolding or pre-teaching. Each column is a range of 10 RIT points.

To continue growing at the same average rate as your child’s academic peers, your child would need to increase their
Language Usage RIT score by 2 points on the Spring 2020–2021 MAP assessment. To increase their percentile ranking,
we would recommend setting a goal of 2–10 points over the next year.

To continue growing at the same average rate as your child’s academic peers, your child would need to increase their
Mathematics RIT score by 2 points on the Spring 2020–2021 MAP assessment. To increase their percentile ranking, we
would recommend setting a goal of 2–10 points over the next year. Users of Khan Academy may �nd MAP to Khan
Academy helpful.

To continue growing at the same average rate as your child’s academic peers, your child would need to increase their
Reading RIT score by 2 points on the Spring 2020–2021 MAP assessment. To increase their percentile ranking, we
would recommend setting a goal of 2–11 points over the next year.

https://support.nwea.org/khanrit


MAP GROWTH LANGUAGE USAGE LEARNING STATEMENTS

WRITING: WRITE, REVISE TEXTS FOR PURPOSE AND AUDIENCEin v is ib l e

R e in fo rc e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

D e ve l o p th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

In tro du c e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

D raftin g
Determines appropriate closure for
narrative or �ctional writing

Determines logical �rst or last
sentence in a draft

Determines logical �rst or last
sentence in a draft

Maintains logical organization while
drafting

Determines where to begin a new
paragraph in writing

Determines which details belong
together to form paragraphs

Logically orders steps in a process

Maintains logical organization while
drafting

Organizes ideas logically in a
paragraph

Organizes sentences into the
correct sequence

Determines which details will
support a topic in informational
writing

Determines which details will
support a topic in informational
writing

Recognizes how to develop ideas
into paragraphs

Paraphrases or summarizes source
material

Understands paraphrasing and
summarizing

Recognizes how to develop ideas
into paragraphs

Uses a given technique to develop
character in narrative writing

Uses a given technique to develop
character in narrative writing

Identi�es details needed to
accomplish writing objective

Uses details to provide context for
vocabulary words used in writing

Uses details to provide context for
vocabulary words used in writing

Revises a sentence to improve
clarity

Revises for precise word choice



Revises for precise word choice Revises writing for clearer
description or imagery

Revises writing for clearer
description or imagery

Revises writing for consistent voice
or tone

Revises writing for consistent voice
or tone

Revises writing to eliminate
unnecessary or redundant language

Determines logical �rst or last
sentence in a draft

Uses details to provide context for
vocabulary words used in writing

In tro du c tio n s, Tran sitio n s, C o n c l u sio n s
Adds a concluding sentence as �nal
support for an argument

Adds a concluding sentence as �nal
support for an argument

Adds a concluding sentence to
summarize or reinforce the main
idea of a paragraph

Adds a concluding sentence to
summarize or reinforce the main idea
of a paragraph

Adds a transition sentence to
connect or clarify the logical
sequence of events

Adds a transitional word, phrase, or
sentence to clarify cause and effect
among ideas

Adds a transitional word, phrase, or
sentence to clarify cause and effect
among ideas

Determines appropriate openings
for narrative or �ctional writing

Determines appropriate closure for
narrative or �ctional writing

Determines logical �rst or last
sentence in a draft

Determines appropriate openings
for narrative or �ctional writing

Determines the type of conclusion
necessary to achieve a particular
goal

Determines logical �rst or last
sentence in a draft

Recognizes transitional words or
phrases

Organizes paragraphs into a clear
order of events using transitions
and logical sequencing

Revises a conclusion to achieve a
particular writing goal

Recognizes transitional words or
phrases

Uses a conclusion that achieves a
particular writing goal or purpose

Revises a concluding sentence or
section to better summarize,
restate, or reinforce a claim or main
idea

Uses a strong opening statement in
a persuasive letter or essay



Revises a conclusion to achieve a
particular writing goal

Uses a transitional phrase to give
examples or intensify ideas

Revises to strengthen the closure of
narrative or �ctional writing

Uses a transitional word or phrase to
connect contrasting ideas

Uses a conclusion that achieves a
particular writing goal or purpose

Uses a transitional word or phrase to
restate or summarize ideas in writing

Uses a strong opening statement in
a persuasive letter or essay

Uses the appropriate transitional
word or phrase to indicate a shift in
setting

Uses a transitional phrase to give
examples or intensify ideas

Uses transitional words or phrases
to show cause and effect

Uses a transitional word or phrase to
connect contrasting ideas

Uses the appropriate transitional
word or phrase to indicate a shift in
setting

Uses the appropriate transitional
word or phrase to indicate a time
shift or sequence of events

Uses transitional words or phrases
to show cause and effect

Determines the type of conclusion
necessary to achieve a particular
goal

Adds a concluding sentence as �nal
support for an argument

Adds a concluding sentence to
summarize or reinforce the main idea
of a paragraph

Determines appropriate openings
for narrative or �ctional writing

Determines logical �rst or last
sentence in a draft

Uses a transitional phrase to give
examples or intensify ideas

Uses a transitional word or phrase to
connect contrasting ideas

Uses a transitional word or phrase to
set up a summary or conclusion



Uses transitional words or phrases
to show cause and effect

Main  Ide as, To pic  S e n te n c e , S u ppo rtin g  D e tai l s

Determines an appropriate topic for
a persuasive essay

Evaluates which sentence will best
serve as the topic sentence for a
given subject

Determines which details belong
together to form paragraphs

Organizes main ideas and supporting
details logically in an outline

Determines which graphic
representation best supports the
meaning of the writing

Evaluates which sentence will best
serve as the topic sentence for a
given subject

Organizes main ideas and supporting
details logically in an outline

Uses the best topic sentence for a
given paragraph or set of supporting
details

Determines the type of details that
will support a topic or thesis in
expository writing

Determines the type of details that
will support a topic or thesis in
expository writing

Determines which details will
support a topic in informational
writing

Determines which details will
support a topic in informational
writing

Determines which graphic
representation best supports the
meaning of the writing

Evaluates literary writing to
determine how best to advance or
support a central idea

Evaluates literary writing to
determine how best to advance or
support a central idea

Provides details that develop literary
elements in writing

Provides details that develop literary
elements in writing

Recognizes content that does not
belong in an expository draft

Recognizes a sentence that does
not belong in a narrative draft

Recognizes how to develop ideas
into paragraphs

Recognizes content that does not
belong in an expository draft

Uses supporting detail in
anticipation of counterargument or
reader's concern

Recognizes how to develop ideas
into paragraphs



Uses supporting detail in
anticipation of counterargument or
reader's concern

Evaluates which sentence will best
serve as the topic sentence for a
given subject

Determines the type of details that
will support a topic or thesis in
expository writing

Uses supporting detail in
anticipation of counterargument or
reader's concern

O rg an izin g  Writ in g
Determines where to begin a new
paragraph in writing

Identi�es the organizational strategy
used in a draft

Identi�es the organizational
strategy used in a draft

Maintains logical organization while
drafting

Logically orders steps in a process
Recognizes when cause/effect is the
most effective organizational form to
develop writing

Maintains logical organization while
drafting

Recognizes when chronological
order or sequencing is the most
effective organizational form to
develop writing

Organizes ideas logically in a
paragraph

Recognizes when comparison and
contrast is the most effective
organizational form to develop
writing

Organizes paragraphs into a clear
order of events using transitions
and logical sequencing

Organizes sentences into the
correct sequence

Recognizes when cause/effect is the
most effective organizational form
to develop writing

Recognizes when chronological
order or sequencing is the most
effective organizational form to
develop writing

Recognizes when comparison and



contrast is the most effective
organizational form to develop
writing

Reorders sentences to improve
organization

Recognizes when comparison and
contrast is the most effective
organizational form to develop
writing

Recognizes when problem-solution
is the most effective organizational
form to develop writing

P re w ritin g
Determines an appropriate topic for
a persuasive essay

Generates a topic based on task and
purpose

Determines an appropriate topic for
an expository paragraph

Organizes main ideas and supporting
details logically in an outline

Identi�es the genre or
organizational pattern most
appropriate to a given graphic
organizer

Uses the most appropriate graphic
organizer to plan writing

Organizes main ideas and supporting
details logically in an outline

Understands the purposes of
different graphic organizers

Uses an appropriate prewriting
strategy for a given purpose

Uses notes to plan research
supporting an argument

Uses the most appropriate graphic
organizer to plan writing

Determines an appropriate topic for
an expository paragraph

Determines an appropriate topic for
an expository paragraph

Develops research questions likely
to generate multiple points of view

Develops research questions likely
to generate multiple points of view

Evaluates notes for relevance of
topic and details

Recognizes the purpose of research

Determines an effective rhetorical Determines an effective rhetorical



strategy for a given purpose strategy for a given purpose

Determines the purpose of a
planned piece of writing

Evaluates notes for relevance of
topic and details

Evaluates notes for relevance of
topic and details

Identi�es the genre or
organizational pattern most
appropriate to a given graphic
organizer

Identi�es the genre or
organizational pattern most
appropriate to a given graphic
organizer

Understands the purposes of
different graphic organizers

Uses an appropriate prewriting
strategy for a given purpose

Determines an appropriate topic for
an expository paragraph

Develops research questions likely
to generate multiple points of view

Determines an effective rhetorical
strategy for a given purpose

R e se arc h  Qu e stio n s, S o u rc e s, Th e sis  S tate me n t
Determines an effective thesis
statement for an argumentative
essay

Determines an effective thesis
statement for an argumentative
essay

Determines an effective thesis
statement for an expository essay or
report

Develops research questions likely
to generate multiple points of view

Develops research questions likely
to generate multiple points of view

Evaluates research questions Evaluates research questions

Evaluates sources Evaluates sources

Gathers information from sources to
answer research questions

Gathers information from sources to
answer research questions

Recognizes and avoids plagiarism
Paraphrases or summarizes source
material

Understands characteristics of
primary and secondary sources

Recognizes and avoids plagiarism



Understands paraphrasing and
summarizing

Understands characteristics of
primary and secondary sources

Determines an effective thesis
statement for an argumentative
essay

Understands the function of a thesis
statement

Develops research questions likely
to generate multiple points of view

Evaluates research questions

Evaluates sources

Gathers information from sources to
answer research questions

Understands characteristics of
primary and secondary sources

Determines an effective thesis
statement for an expository essay or
report

R e visin g
Adds a transition sentence to
connect or clarify the logical
sequence of events

Evaluates writing to identify a
weakness that requires revision

Evaluates writing to identify a
weakness that requires revision

Revises a conclusion to achieve a
particular writing goal

Reorders sentences to improve
organization

Revises a concluding sentence or
section to better summarize,
restate, or reinforce a claim or main
idea

Revises a conclusion to achieve a
particular writing goal

Revises order of steps in a process
to improve clarity

Revises the organization of a
paragraph to improve clarity

Revises to strengthen the closure of
narrative or �ctional writing



Evaluates literary writing to
determine how best to advance or
support a central idea

Evaluates literary writing to
determine how best to advance or
support a central idea

Recognizes a sentence that does
not belong in a narrative draft

Recognizes content that does not
belong in an expository draft

Recognizes content that does not
belong in an expository draft

Revises writing for clearer
description or imagery

Revises for precise word choice

Revises writing for clearer
description or imagery

Revises writing to address the
audience consistently

Evaluates writing to identify a
weakness that requires revision

Revises for precise word choice

Revises writing for clearer
description or imagery

Writin g  Fo rms:  G e n re s
Determines appropriate openings
for narrative or �ctional writing

Determines appropriate openings
for narrative or �ctional writing

Identi�es the genre or
organizational pattern most
appropriate to a given graphic
organizer

Identi�es persuasive writing as most
effective for a given purpose

Revises order of steps in a process
to improve clarity

Understands the process used to
construct persuasive arguments

Recognizes the purpose of research
Understands the process used to
construct persuasive arguments

Understands characteristics of
research reports

Understands the process used to
construct persuasive arguments

Understands characteristics of
descriptive writing

Understands characteristics of
descriptive writing

Determines the purpose of a piece
of writing

Determines the purpose of a piece
of writing

Evaluates the level of detail and
information appropriate for a given

Identi�es persuasive writing as most
effective for a given purpose



audience and purpose

Identi�es persuasive writing as
most effective for a given purpose

Identi�es the form of writing
appropriate to audience and purpose

Identi�es the form of writing
appropriate to audience and
purpose

Identi�es the genre or
organizational pattern most
appropriate to a given graphic
organizer

Identi�es the genre or
organizational pattern most
appropriate to a given graphic
organizer

Recognizes expository writing

Recognizes expository writing Recognizes narrative writing

Recognizes narrative writing
Recognizes situations that require
informal or formal tone

Recognizes persuasive statements
Recognizes when the purpose of
writing is to persuade

Recognizes when the purpose of
writing is to persuade

Understands characteristics of
different forms of poetry

Recognizes workplace writing
Understands characteristics of
literary response

Understands characteristics of
different forms of poetry

Understands characteristics of
dramas and plays

Determines appropriate openings
for narrative or �ctional writing

Understands the process used to
construct persuasive arguments

Understands characteristics of
different forms of poetry

Writin g  Te c h n iqu e s:  A rg u me n t, C o u n te rarg u me n t
Uses a strong opening statement in
a persuasive letter or essay

Uses a strong opening statement in
a persuasive letter or essay

Uses notes to plan research
supporting an argument

Supports a position with appeals or
evidence in persuasive writing

Supports a position with appeals or
evidence in persuasive writing

Supports claims with reasons or Supports claims with reasons or



evidence in argumentative writing evidence in argumentative writing

Uses supporting detail in
anticipation of counterargument or
reader's concern

Uses a rhetorical question in a
persuasive argument

Uses in-text citations as evidence to
support an argument

Uses supporting detail in
anticipation of counterargument or
reader's concern

Supports a position with appeals or
evidence in persuasive writing

Uses supporting detail in
anticipation of counterargument or
reader's concern

Writin g  Te c h n iqu e s:  R h e to ric al  S trate g ie s
Understands the process used to
construct persuasive arguments

Understands the process used to
construct persuasive arguments

Understands the process used to
construct persuasive arguments

Uses language that appeals to
emotion

Uses a rhetorical question in a
persuasive argument

Uses in-text citations as evidence to
support an argument

Recognizes when use of descriptive
language is the most effective
persuasive technique

Determines an effective rhetorical
strategy for a given purpose

Determines an effective rhetorical
strategy for a given purpose

Recognizes persuasive statements

Recognizes principles of persuasion
in writing

Understands the process used to
construct persuasive arguments

Recognizes when parallel structure
is the most effective persuasive
technique

Understands the purpose of
anecdotes



Determines an effective rhetorical
strategy for a given purpose

C itin g  S o u rc e s
Understands what information is
needed to correctly cite works

Understands what information is
needed to correctly cite works

Writin g  Te c h n iqu e s:  F ig u rative  an d D e sc riptive  Lan g u ag e

Revises for precise word choice
Revises writing for clearer
description or imagery

Revises writing for clearer
description or imagery

Recognizes personi�cation in
writing

Recognizes personi�cation in
writing

Revises for precise word choice Revises for precise word choice

Revises writing for clearer
description or imagery

Revises writing for clearer
description or imagery

Revises writing to include language
that conveys emotion

Understands how to form a
metaphor

Revises writing to include sensory
details

Understands the meaning of idioms
and colloquialisms in writing

Uses irony in writing
Uses idioms and colloquialisms in
writing

Uses language that creates vivid
description or imagery

Uses language that creates vivid
description or imagery

Uses precise verbs to convey
speci�c actions

Uses metaphors in writing

Uses precise words to convey
meaning

Uses precise verbs to convey
speci�c actions

Uses sensory language in writing
Uses precise words to convey
meaning

Uses similes in writing Uses sensory language in writing

Recognizes personi�cation in
writing

Revises for precise word choice

Revises writing for clearer
description or imagery

Understands how �gurative
language and poetic devices affect
meaning



Understands how to form a
metaphor

Uses language that creates vivid
description or imagery

Uses precise verbs to convey
speci�c actions

Uses precise words to convey
meaning

Writin g  Te c h n iqu e s:  Lite rary El e me n ts
Provides details that develop literary
elements in writing

Develops details that support a
theme in narrative poetry

Uses a given technique to develop
character in narrative writing

Provides details that develop literary
elements in writing

Uses a given technique to develop
character in narrative writing

Develops details that support a
theme in narrative poetry

S e n te n c e  Me an in g
Revises a sentence to improve
clarity

Writin g  Te c h n iqu e s:  Lite rary an d P o e tic  D e vic e s
Uses language that develops the
mood of a poem

Recognizes alliteration in writing

Uses onomatopoeia in poetry
Understands how to develop rhyme
schemes in poetry

Uses alliteration in poetry

Uses foreshadowing in writing

Uses language that develops the
mood of a poem

Uses onomatopoeia in poetry

Recognizes alliteration in writing

Understands how �gurative
language and poetic devices affect
meaning

Uses alliteration in poetry

Uses onomatopoeia in poetry

Writin g  Te c h n iqu e s:  P o in t  o f V ie w



Develops point of view in narrative
writing

Develops point of view in expository
writing

Develops point of view in narrative
writing

Writin g  Te c h n iqu e s:  Vo ic e , S tyl e ,  To n e , an d Mo o d
Chooses appropriate content-
speci�c vocabulary for audience and
purpose

Chooses appropriate content-
speci�c vocabulary for audience and
purpose

Maintains appropriate tone for
purpose and audience

Identi�es different diction levels of
words

Recognizes the components of style
Maintains appropriate tone for
purpose and audience

Revises writing for consistent voice
or tone

Revises writing for consistent voice
or tone

Revises writing to include language
that conveys emotion

Understands that using sentence
variety improves writing style

Understands that using sentence
variety improves writing style

Uses language that maintains a
formal style or tone

Uses language that conveys a
speci�c mood

Uses language that maintains a
formal style or tone

Determines the purpose of a piece
of writing

Determines the purpose of a piece
of writing

Evaluates the level of detail and
information appropriate for a given
audience and purpose

Maintains appropriate tone for
purpose and audience

Maintains appropriate tone for
purpose and audience

Recognizes situations that require
informal or formal tone

Revises writing to address the
audience consistently



LANGUAGE: UNDERSTAND, EDIT FOR GRAMMAR, USAGEin v is ib l e

R e in fo rc e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

D e ve l o p th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

In tro du c e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

A dje c tive s
Chooses between adjectives and
adverbs as modi�ers

Forms comparative and superlative
adjectives

Chooses between the positive,
comparative, and superlative forms
of an adjective

Identi�es adjectives

Forms comparative and superlative
adjectives

Identi�es adjectives

Places adjectives in the correct
order in a sentence

Understands the meaning of
comparative and superlative
adjectives

Forms comparative and superlative
adjectives

A dve rbs
Chooses between adjectives and
adverbs as modi�ers

Identi�es adverbs

Forms irregular comparative and
superlative adverbs

Recognizes an adverb based on its
function in a sentence

Identi�es adverbs

Recognizes an adverb based on its
function in a sentence

Recognizes correct use of adverbs

Recognizes when an adverb tells
how much

Uses comparative and superlative
adverbs

Identi�es adverbs

Recognizes an adverb based on its
function in a sentence

A g re e me n t



Recognizes correct pronoun-
antecedent agreement

Recognizes correct pronoun-
antecedent agreement

Understands correct use of
pronouns in compound subjects

Understands correct use of
pronouns in compound subjects

Uses appropriate helping verbs
Uses "we" to precede a noun in the
subject position

Uses inde�nite pronouns Uses inde�nite pronouns

Uses relative pronouns Uses relative pronouns

Uses the future perfect verb tense
Uses the past perfect form of an
irregular verb

Uses the past tense form of an
irregular verb

Uses the present perfect verb tense

Recognizes correct subject-verb
agreement when a compound
subject is joined by "and"

Recognizes correct subject-verb
agreement when a compound
subject is joined by "or" or "nor"

Recognizes correct subject-verb
agreement when a compound
subject is joined by "or" or "nor"

Recognizes correct subject-verb
agreement when a modifying phrase
is placed between the subject and
verb

Recognizes correct subject-verb
agreement when the subject is a
collective noun

Recognizes correct subject-verb
agreement when the subject is a
relative pronoun

Recognizes errors in subject-verb
agreement

Uses correct subject-verb
agreement when a modifying phrase
is placed between the subject and
verb

Uses correct subject-verb
agreement when a modifying phrase
is placed between the subject and
verb

Recognizes correct pronoun-
antecedent agreement

Understands correct use of "me" in a
compound object

Understands correct use of
pronouns in compound subjects

Recognizes correct subject-verb
agreement when a compound



subject is joined by "or" or "nor"

Recognizes correct subject-verb
agreement when a modifying phrase
is placed between the subject and
verb

Uses correct subject-verb
agreement when the subject is
"either" or "neither"

C o o rdin atio n , S u bo rdin atio n
Uses the appropriate subordinating
conjunction to combine clauses

Editin g  an d P ro o fre adin g
Edits a passage for consistency of
verb tense

Detects errors in pronoun use

Edits for correct possessive
pronoun use

Edits a passage for consistency of
verb tense

Edits for correct pronoun use
throughout a passage

Edits for correct pronoun use
throughout a passage

Uses punctuation to correct run-on
sentences

Detects errors in pronoun use

Edits a passage for consistency of
verb tense

Edits for correct pronoun use
throughout a passage

F re qu e n tl y  C o n fu se d Wo rds
Understands correct use of
"accept/except"

Understands correct use of
"accept/except"

Understands correct use of "its/it's"
Understands correct use of
"than/then"

Understands correct use of
"loose/lose"

Understands correct use of
"their/there/they're"

Understands correct use of
"their/there/they're"

Understands correct use of
"your/you're"

Understands correct use of
"to/too/two"

N o u n s
Identi�es nouns Identi�es abstract nouns



Identi�es proper nouns Identi�es collective nouns

Recognizes nouns that have the
same singular and plural forms

Identi�es nouns

Recognizes the difference between
possessive and plural nouns

Identi�es plural possessive nouns

Recognizes the plural form of
compound nouns

Recognizes the difference between
possessive and plural nouns

Recognizes the plural of nouns that
end in -f

Recognizes the plural form of
compound nouns

Recognizes when a noun is
possessive

Recognizes the plural of a noun
based on a Latin or Greek root

Recognizes when a noun is singular
Recognizes when a noun is
possessive

Uses plural possessive nouns Uses plural possessive nouns

Uses singular possessive nouns

Recognizes a gerund

Uses plural possessive nouns

P re po sitio n s, C o n ju n c tio n s, In te rje c tio n s
Explains the function of an
interjection in general

Explains the function of an
interjection in general

Identi�es conjunctions Identi�es conjunctions

Identi�es interjections Identi�es prepositions

Identi�es prepositions
Uses correlative conjunctions in a
passage

Uses correlative conjunctions in a
passage

Uses the appropriate conjunction to
connect ideas

Uses the appropriate subordinating
conjunction to combine clauses

Uses the conjunctions "neither/nor"
in a sentence

Uses a preposition to link ideas in a
sentence

Identi�es a prepositional phrase
among a group of phrases

Identi�es a prepositional phrase in a
sentence

Explains the function of an
interjection in general

Identi�es prepositions

Identi�es a prepositional phrase



among a group of phrases

Identi�es a prepositional phrase in a
sentence

P ro n o u n s
Edits for correct possessive
pronoun use

Detects errors in pronoun use

Edits for correct pronoun use
throughout a passage

Edits for correct pronoun use
throughout a passage

Forms re�exive pronouns Identi�es pronouns

Identi�es pronouns
Recognizes correct pronoun-
antecedent agreement

Identi�es the antecedent of a
pronoun

Recognizes interrogative pronouns

Recognizes correct pronoun-
antecedent agreement

Understands correct use of
pronouns in compound subjects

Recognizes interrogative pronouns Understands pronoun number

Revises to correct vague pronouns
Uses "we" to precede a noun in the
subject position

Understands correct use of
pronouns in compound subjects

Uses inde�nite pronouns

Uses inde�nite pronouns Uses interrogative pronouns

Uses relative pronouns Uses relative pronouns

Detects errors in pronoun use

Edits for correct pronoun use
throughout a passage

Recognizes correct pronoun-
antecedent agreement

Recognizes demonstrative pronouns

Recognizes interrogative pronouns

Recognizes vague pronoun use

Understands correct use of "me" in a
compound object

Understands correct use of
pronouns in compound subjects

Understands the function of a
nominative pronoun



Understands the function of an
objective pronoun

R e visin g
Revises to correct vague pronouns

Combines multiple sentences into
one sentence with the same
meaning

Combines multiple sentences into
one sentence with the same
meaning

Combines sentences for concise
expression

Combines sentences for concise
expression

Combines sentences to improve
clarity or �uency

Combines sentences to improve
clarity or �uency

Maintains parallel structure within a
sentence

Maintains parallel structure within a
sentence

Revises a run-on sentence Revises a run-on sentence

Revises a sentence to improve
clarity

Revises to correct a dangling
modi�er

Revises to correct a dangling
modi�er

Revises to correct a misplaced
modi�er

Revises a passage for consistency of
verb voice

Combines sentences for concise
expression

Combines sentences to improve
clarity or �uency

Maintains parallel structure within a
sentence

Revises a run-on sentence

Revises to correct a dangling
modi�er

S e n te n c e  S tru c tu re
Understands the function of the
direct object in a sentence

Classi�es an incomplete sentence
as a fragment

Combines sentences for concise
expression

Combines sentences for concise Recognizes a complex sentence



expression

Recognizes a compound sentence Recognizes a run-on sentence

Recognizes a run-on sentence Recognizes a simple sentence

Recognizes a simple sentence Revises a run-on sentence

Recognizes when run-on sentences
are the main problem in a piece of
writing

Understands that a run-on sentence
should be divided into two or more
sentences

Revises a run-on sentence
Uses a complex sentence to expand
meaning

Understands that a run-on sentence
should be divided into two or more
sentences

Uses a complex sentence to expand
meaning

Uses punctuation to correct run-on
sentences

Identi�es the indirect object in a
sentence

Combines sentences for concise
expression

Recognizes a complex sentence

Revises a run-on sentence

Ve rbs
Detects errors in formation of the
past tense of irregular verbs

Edits a passage for consistency of
verb tense

Edits a passage for consistency of
verb tense

Identi�es present participle verbs

Identi�es present participle verbs
Recognizes an inappropriate shift in
verb tense

Recognizes an inappropriate shift in
verb tense

Recognizes when a sentence uses
active voice

Recognizes past tense in a sentence Understands how to use active voice

Recognizes verbs that have the
same present- and past-tense forms

Understands the meaning of past
tense verbs

Recognizes when a sentence uses
active voice

Uses the indicative mood



Understands the meaning of past
tense verbs

Uses the past perfect form of an
irregular verb

Uses appropriate helping verbs Uses the subjunctive mood

Uses the future perfect verb tense

Uses the past tense form of an
irregular verb

Uses the present perfect verb tense

Uses the subjunctive mood

Edits a passage for consistency of
verb tense

Identi�es past participle verbs

Recognizes the in�nitive form of a
verb

Revises a passage for consistency of
verb voice

C l au se s

Recognizes a main clause
Recognizes that a subordinate
clause is not a complete sentence

Recognizes that a subordinate
clause is not a complete sentence

Mo difie rs
Revises to correct a dangling
modi�er

Recognizes a misplaced modi�er in a
sentence

Revises to correct a misplaced
modi�er

Revises to correct a dangling
modi�er

Recognizes a dangling modi�er in a
sentence

Recognizes a misplaced modi�er in a
sentence

Revises to correct a dangling
modi�er

P aral l e l ism
Maintains parallel structure within a
sentence

Maintains parallel structure within a
sentence

Recognizes sentences with parallel
structure

Recognizes sentences with parallel
structure

Maintains parallel structure within a



sentence

Recognizes sentences with parallel
structure

P h rase s
Recognizes that complete
sentences must contain more than
just phrases

Identi�es a prepositional phrase
among a group of phrases

Identi�es a prepositional phrase in a
sentence

Recognizes that complete
sentences must contain more than
just phrases

Identi�es a prepositional phrase
among a group of phrases

Identi�es a prepositional phrase in a
sentence

S e n te n c e  C o mpl e te n e ss
Classi�es an incomplete sentence
as a fragment

Recognizes that a subordinate
clause is not a complete sentence

Combines subjects and predicates
into complete sentences

Recognizes that complete
sentences must contain more than
just phrases

Forms a complete compound
sentence

Recognizes when a simple sentence
is complete

Identi�es subject and predicate as
the two main parts of a sentence

Recognizes that a subordinate
clause is not a complete sentence

Recognizes that complete
sentences must contain more than
just phrases

Recognizes when a complex
sentence is complete

Recognizes when a sentence needs
a subject to be complete

Recognizes when a simple sentence
is complete

Recognizes when an imperative
sentence is complete



S e n te n c e  Me an in g
Combines multiple sentences into
one sentence with the same
meaning

Combines multiple sentences into
one sentence with the same
meaning

Combines sentences to improve
clarity or �uency

Combines sentences to improve
clarity or �uency

Revises a sentence to improve
clarity

Uses a complex sentence to expand
meaning

Uses a complex sentence to expand
meaning

Uses a preposition to link ideas in a
sentence

Combines sentences to improve
clarity or �uency

S e n te n c e  Type s
Classi�es a sentence as declarative Classi�es a sentence as imperative

Classi�es a sentence as
interrogative

Recognizes when a sentence gives
directions or a command

Classi�es a sentence as imperative

S u bje c t,  P re dic ate
Combines subjects and predicates
into complete sentences

Identi�es the complete predicate of
a sentence

Identi�es the simple subject of a
sentence

Identi�es the simple predicate of a
sentence

Recognizes a sentence with a
compound subject

Identi�es the simple subject of a
sentence

Recognizes a sentence with a
compound subject

S yn tax
Rearranges the word order of a
sentence into an alternate form
using correct syntax

Rearranges the word order of a
sentence into an alternate form
using correct syntax

Recognizes inverted word order in a
sentence



LANGUAGE: UNDERSTAND, EDIT FOR MECHANICSin v is ib l e

R e in fo rc e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

D e ve l o p th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

In tro du c e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

A po stro ph e s
Recognizes errors in contraction
formation

Recognizes errors in contraction
formation

Recognizes errors in the formation
of possessives

Recognizes errors in the formation
of possessives

Understands that an apostrophe is
needed to form a contraction

Uses an apostrophe to form a plural
possessive

Uses an apostrophe to form a plural
possessive

Uses an apostrophe to form a
singular possessive

Recognizes errors in the formation
of possessives

B rac ke ts, D ash e s, Hyph e n s, El l ipse s, P are n th e se s
Uses a hyphen in a sentence Uses dashes in a sentence

Uses parentheses in a sentence

Uses dashes in a sentence

C apital izatio n :  F irst  Wo rd R u l e s
Capitalizes the �rst word in the
greeting/closing of a letter

Capitalizes names of geographic
locations

Capitalizes names of languages and
nationalities

Capitalizes names of languages and
nationalities

Capitalizes names of organizations,
schools, and businesses

Capitalizes names of organizations,
schools, and businesses

Capitalizes personal titles and
positions

Capitalizes personal titles and
positions

Capitalizes proper names and
abbreviated titles/su�xes

Capitalizes proper names and
abbreviated titles/su�xes

Capitalizes titles of books, songs,
poems, and other works

Capitalizes titles of books, songs,
poems, and other works

C apital izatio n :  Qu o tatio n s an d D ial o g u e



Uses correct capitalization in direct
quotations

Uses correct capitalization in direct
quotations

Uses correct capitalization in direct
quotations

C o l o n s, S e mic o l o n s
Understands that a semicolon
separates independent clauses
connected by a conjunctive adverb

Understands that a colon introduces
a list

Uses a colon to introduce a list
Understands that a semicolon
separates independent clauses

Understands that a semicolon
separates independent clauses
connected by a conjunctive adverb

Uses a colon to introduce a list

Uses a semicolon to separate
independent clauses

Understands that a colon introduces
a list

Understands that a semicolon
separates elements in a complex list

Understands that a semicolon
separates independent clauses

Understands that a semicolon
separates independent clauses
connected by a conjunctive adverb

Uses a semicolon to separate
independent clauses

C o mmas
Understands multiple rules for
comma usage

Detects errors in comma use

Uses a comma before the
conjunction in a compound sentence

Understands multiple rules for
comma usage

Uses a comma to punctuate a
geographic location

Uses a comma to set off an
introductory phrase or clause

Uses a comma to set off a tag
question

Uses a comma to set off an
introductory word

Uses a comma to set off an
introductory phrase or clause

Uses a comma to set off words of
direct address



Uses a comma to set off an
introductory word

Uses commas to separate
coordinate adjectives

Uses a comma to set off words of
direct address

Uses commas to separate items in a
series

Uses commas to separate items in a
series

Uses commas to set off a
nonrestrictive phrase or clause

Uses commas to set off a
nonrestrictive phrase or clause

Uses commas to set off an
appositive

Uses commas to set off an
appositive

Understands multiple rules for
comma usage

Uses a comma to set off an
introductory word

Uses a comma to set off words of
direct address

Uses commas to set off a
nonrestrictive phrase or clause

Editin g  an d P ro o fre adin g
Applies multiple capitalization rules Applies multiple capitalization rules

Detects capitalization errors in
sentences

Detects capitalization errors in
sentences

Detects errors in comma use

Corrects spelling errors
Recognizes correct/incorrect
spelling in the context of sentences

Recognizes correct/incorrect
spelling in the context of sentences

Applies multiple capitalization rules

En din g  P u n c tu atio n
Understands that a period
punctuates a statement that
contains an embedded question

Uses an exclamation mark to
punctuate a sentence

In it ial s  an d A bbre viatio n s
Understands abbreviations in
addresses

Understands abbreviations for
professional titles

Mu l tipl e  P u n c tu atio n  R u l e s



Applies rules for multiple types of
punctuation

Applies rules for multiple types of
punctuation

Applies rules for multiple types of
punctuation

Qu o tatio n  Mark s an d D ial o g u e
Punctuates dialogue using commas,
end punctuation, and quotation
marks

Punctuates dialogue using commas,
end punctuation, and quotation
marks

Recognizes correct punctuation in
divided quotations

Recognizes correct punctuation in
divided quotations

Recognizes proper placement of
quotation marks in dialogue

Understands that quotation marks
punctuate titles of poems, short
stories, songs, and articles

Understands that quotation marks
punctuate titles of poems, short
stories, songs, and articles

Uses quotation marks to set off
dialogue

Understands that quotation marks
set off dialogue

Uses quotation marks to set off
dialogue

Understands that single quotation
marks punctuate a quotation within a
quotation

Uses quotation marks to set off
dialogue

S pe l l in g :  A ffixe s an d R o o ts
Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of a word ending in -ible or -able

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of a word ending in -ible or -able

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of a word ending in -ion

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of a word ending in -ous

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of a word ending in -ly

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of a word ending in -ous

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of a word with a Latin root

S pe l l in g :  C o mmo n l y Misspe l l e d Wo rds
Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of a double-consonant word

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of a double-consonant word



Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of calendar words

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of commonly misspelled words

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of commonly misspelled words

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of a double-consonant word

S pe l l in g :  C o mpo u n d Wo rds
Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of a compound word

S pe l l in g :  P atte rn s
Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of words with irregular patterns

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of words with irregular patterns

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of words with regular patterns

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of words with vowel pairs or
diphthongs

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of words with irregular patterns

S pe l l in g :  P l u ral s
Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of a regular plural

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of a regular plural

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of an irregular plural

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of the plural form of a word ending in
-ay, -ey, or -oy

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of the plural form of a word ending in
a consonant plus y

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of the plural form of a word ending in
-ay, -ey, or -oy

Identi�es correct/incorrect spelling
of a regular plural

Un de rl in in g
Understands that underlining
punctuates book titles

Understands that underlining
punctuates book titles

Understands that underlining
punctuates titles of plays

Understands that underlining
punctuates magazine titles



Understands that underlining
punctuates titles of plays



MAP GROWTH MATHEMATICS LEARNING STATEMENTS

OPERATIONS AND ALGEBRAIC THINKINGin v is ib l e

R e in fo rc e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

D e ve l o p th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

In tro du c e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

A l g e braic  Ex pre ssio n s
Evaluates linear expressions at
given values with variables involving
negative rational numbers

Adds and subtracts polynomials Adds and subtracts polynomials

Evaluates linear expressions at
given values with variables involving
positive rational numbers

Evaluates linear expressions at
given values with variables involving
negative rational numbers

Evaluates linear expressions at
given values with variables involving
negative rational numbers

Evaluates nonlinear expressions at
given values with variables involving
positive rational numbers

Evaluates linear expressions at
given values with variables involving
positive rational numbers

Evaluates linear expressions at
given values with variables involving
positive rational numbers

Generates equivalent linear
expressions by combining like terms

Evaluates nonlinear expressions at
given values with variables involving
negative rational numbers

Evaluates nonlinear expressions at
given values with variables involving
negative rational numbers

Generates equivalent linear
expressions by using the
associative, commutative, and
distributive properties, and by
combining like terms

Evaluates nonlinear expressions at
given values with variables involving
positive rational numbers

Evaluates nonlinear expressions at
given values with variables involving
positive rational numbers

Generates equivalent linear
expressions by using the
associative, commutative, or
distributive property

Factors polynomials using a
difference of squares

Factors polynomials using a
difference of squares

Translates between verbal and
algebraic expressions

Factors quadratic trinomials Factors quadratic trinomials

Writes linear expressions in one
variable to represent real-world or
mathematical contexts

Generates equivalent linear
expressions by combining like terms

Generates equivalent linear
expressions by combining like terms

Generates equivalent linear
expressions by using the
associative, commutative, and
distributive properties, and by
combining like terms

Generates equivalent linear
expressions by using the
associative, commutative, and
distributive properties, and by
combining like terms

Generates equivalent linear
expressions by using the

Generates equivalent linear
expressions by using the



associative, commutative, or
distributive property

associative, commutative, or
distributive property

Generates equivalent nonlinear
expressions by combining like terms

Interprets equivalent linear
expressions within a real-world
context

Multiples monomials
Interprets the coe�cient in a linear
expression within the context of a
real-world relationship

Multiplies a polynomial by a monomial
Interprets the variable in a linear
expression within the context of a
real-world relationship

Multiplies two binomial expressions Multiples monomials

Translates between verbal and
algebraic expressions

Multiplies a polynomial by a monomial

Writes linear expressions in one
variable to represent real-world or
mathematical contexts

Multiplies two binomial expressions

Simpli�es rational expressions

C o o rdin ate  G e o me try
Plots points to represent solutions
to real-world and mathematical
problems

D e c imal s:  R e pre se n t an d S o l ve  Wo rd P ro bl e ms
Represents multi-step word
problems with expressions or
equations and involving decimals
with the same number of digits after
the decimal point, including
contexts involving money

Ex po n e n tial  an d Lo g arith mic  Fu n c tio n s

Evaluates an exponential function
for a given value in its domain to
solve a real-world problem

Describes the effects of changes in
parameters on exponential
functions that represent real-world
relationships

Identi�es the appropriate linear or
exponential model that represents a
real-world situation

Evaluates an exponential function
for a given value in its domain to
solve a real-world problem

Understands that exponential
models grow and decay by equal
factors over equal intervals

Identi�es the appropriate linear or
exponential model that represents a
real-world situation

Understands that exponential



models grow and decay by equal
factors over equal intervals

Writes exponential functions to
represent real-world or
mathematical problems

Ex po n e n ts
Evaluates numbers with whole-
number bases and whole-number
exponents

Represents a whole number as a
power of a whole number

Evaluates numbers with negative
integer bases and whole-number
exponents

Represents a whole number as a
power of a whole number

Uses properties of exponents to
simplify numerical expressions
involving negative integer
exponents, including zero

Uses properties of exponents to
simplify numerical expressions
involving negative integer
exponents, including zero

Uses properties of exponents to
simplify numerical expressions
involving whole-number exponents
only

Uses properties of exponents to
simplify numerical expressions
involving whole-number exponents
only

Uses properties of exponents to
simplify numerical expressions
involving whole-number exponents
only

Uses substitution to determine an
unknown exponent in an equation

Uses substitution to determine an
unknown exponent in an equation

F rac tio n s:  R e pre se n t an d S o l ve  Wo rd P ro bl e ms
Represents and solves word
problems involving division of whole
numbers where the quotient is a
fraction

Represents and solves word
problems involving division of whole
numbers where the quotient is a
fraction

Represents and solves word
problems involving division of whole
numbers where the quotient is a
fraction

In e qu al it ie s
Determines whether a linear
equation or inequality is true for a
given value of the variable

Determines whether a linear
equation or inequality is true for a
given value of the variable

Represents an inequality in the form
x>c or x<c on a number line given a
real-world or mathematical context

Solves one-step linear inequalities
with positive rational numbers

Solves one-step linear inequalities
with negative rational numbers

Represents the solutions of a
compound linear inequality on a
number line

Writes a multi-step linear inequality
in one variable to represent a real-
world or mathematical context

Solves two-step linear inequalities
Represents the solutions of a one-
step linear inequality on a number
line

Writes a one-step linear inequality in
one variable to represent a real-
world or mathematical context

Writes a compound inequality to
represent a real-world or
mathematical context

Represents the solutions of a two-
step linear inequality on a number
line

Writes a two-step linear inequality in
one variable to represent a real-
world or mathematical context

Writes a linear inequality in two
variables to represent a real-world
or mathematical context

Solves multi-step linear inequalities

Writes a linear inequality to
represent a region on the coordinate

Solves one-step linear inequalities
with negative rational numbers



plane

Writes a multi-step linear inequality
in one variable to represent a real-
world or mathematical context

Solves two-step linear inequalities

Writes a one-step linear inequality in
one variable to represent a real-
world or mathematical context

Writes a compound inequality to
represent a real-world or
mathematical context

Writes a two-step linear inequality in
one variable to represent a real-
world or mathematical context

Writes a compound inequality to
represent a set of real numbers
shown on a number line

Writes and solves a one-step linear
inequality in one variable involving a
real-world or mathematical context

Writes a multi-step linear inequality
in one variable to represent a real-
world or mathematical context

Writes a multi-step rational
inequality in one variable to
represent a real-world or
mathematical context

Writes a one-step linear inequality in
one variable to represent a real-
world or mathematical context

Writes a two-step linear inequality in
one variable to represent a real-
world or mathematical context

Writes an inequality in the form x > c
or x < c to represent a real-world or
mathematical context

Writes an inequality in the form x>c
or x<c to represent a set of real
numbers shown on a number line

Writes and solves a one-step linear
inequality in one variable involving a
real-world or mathematical context

Lin e ar Fu n c tio n s
Compares the rate of change
between two proportional
relationships represented in
different ways

Compares the rate of change
between two proportional
relationships represented in
different ways

Compares the rate of change
between two proportional
relationships represented in
different ways

Graphs a linear function of the form y
= mx given a simple scenario

Graphs a linear function of the form y
= mx given a simple scenario

Graphs the equation of a line in the
form y = mx

Understands independent and
dependent variables within a linear

Understands that the slope is the
same between any two points on a

Understands that the slope is the
same between any two points on a



context line line

Writes an equation in the form y = mx
to represent the relationship
between real-world quantities given
a simple scenario

Writes an equation in the form y = mx
to represent the relationship
between real-world quantities given
a graph

Writes the equation of a line in
standard form given a table of values
or two ordered pairs

Writes an equation in the form y = x +
c to represent the relationship
between real-world quantities given
a table of values

Writes an equation in the form y = mx
to represent the relationship
between real-world quantities given
a simple scenario

Writes the equation of a line in the
form y = mx given a graph

Writes linear expressions in one
variable to represent real-world or
mathematical contexts

Writes an equation in the form y = mx
to represent the relationship
between real-world quantities given
a table of values or two ordered pairs

Writes the equation of a line in the
form y = mx given a table of values or
two ordered pairs

Writes linear expressions in one
variable to represent real-world or
mathematical contexts

Writes the equation of a line in
standard form given a table of values
or two ordered pairs

Calculates the rate of change from a
graph representing a real-world
linear relationship

Calculates the initial value from a
table or description of a real-world
linear relationship

Calculates the initial value from a
table or description of a real-world
linear relationship

Calculates the rate of change from a
table or description of a real-world
linear relationship

Calculates the rate of change from a
graph representing a real-world
linear relationship

Calculates the rate of change from a
table or description of a real-world
linear relationship

Identi�es the table of values given a
graph of a linear relationship in the
form y = mx + b

Calculates the rate of change from a
table or description of a real-world
linear relationship

Calculates the slope of a line given
ordered pairs

Identi�es the table of values given a
verbal description of a
nonproportional linear relationship

Compares the rate of change and
intercepts between two
nonproportional linear functions
represented in different ways

Calculates the slope of a line on a
graph

Interprets the meaning of the slope
of a graph in a real�world linear
relationship

Compares the rate of change and
intercepts between two
nonproportional linear functions
represented in the same way

Compares the rate of change and
intercepts between two
nonproportional linear functions
represented in different ways

Translates between the graph of a
piecewise linear function and a
verbal description of the real-world
relationship

Graphs a linear function of the form y
= mx + b given a table of values

Compares the rate of change and
intercepts between two
nonproportional linear functions
represented in the same way

Writes an equation in the form y = mx
+ b to represent the relationship

Graphs the equation of a line in the
form y = mx + b

Describes the effects that changes
in the constant terms have on the



between real-world quantities given
the slope and y-intercept

graphs of linear functions

Writes the equation of a line in the
form y = mx + b given a table of
values or two ordered pairs

Identi�es an intercept of a graph of a
linear function

Determines the y-intercept of a line
given two points on the line

Identi�es the table of values given a
graph of a linear relationship in the
form y = mx + b

Graphs the equation of a line in the
form y = mx + b

Identi�es the table of values given a
verbal description of a
nonproportional linear relationship

Illustrates the result of changes in
the slope and y-intercept within a
real-world linear relationship

Interprets the meaning of the
constant term in the equation y = mx
+ b within the context of a real-world
linear relationship

Interprets the meaning of the
constant term in the equation y = mx
+ b within the context of a real-world
linear relationship

Interprets the meaning of the slope
of a graph in a real�world linear
relationship

Interprets the meaning of the slope
in the equation y = mx + b within the
context of a real-world linear
relationship

Interprets the meaning of the y-
intercept of a graph within the
context of a real-world linear
relationship

Interprets the meaning of the slope
of a graph in a real�world linear
relationship

Translates between the graph of a
linear function and a verbal
description of the real-world
relationship

Interprets the meaning of the y-
intercept of a graph within the
context of a real-world linear
relationship

Translates between the graph of a
piecewise linear function and a
verbal description of the real-world
relationship

Translates between the graph of a
piecewise linear function and a
verbal description of the real-world
relationship

Writes an equation in the form y = mx
+ b to represent the relationship
between real-world quantities given
the slope and y-intercept

Understands that linear functions
increase and decrease by equal
differences over equal intervals

Writes an equation in the form y = mx
+ b to represent the relationship
between real-world quantities given
a simple scenario

Writes an equation in the form y = mx
+ b to represent the relationship
between real-world quantities given
the slope and y-intercept

Writes an equation in the form y = mx
+ b to represent the relationship
between real-world quantities given
a table of values or two ordered pairs

Writes an equation in the form y = mx
+ b to represent the relationship
between real-world quantities given
a table of values or two ordered pairs



Writes an equation in the form y = mx
+ b to represent the relationship
between real-world quantities given
the slope and a point on the line

Writes an equation in the form y = mx
+ b to represent the relationship
between real-world quantities given
the slope and a point on the line

Writes the equation of a line in the
form y = mx + b given a graph

Writes the equation of a line in the
form y = mx + b given a graph

Writes the equation of a line in the
form y = mx + b given a table of values
or two ordered pairs

Writes the equation of a line in the
form y = mx + b given a table of values
or two ordered pairs

Writes the equation representing
transformations of linear functions,
including the transformations y =
af(x), y = f(ax), y = f(x − a), and y = f(x) +
a

N u mbe r S e n te n c e s/ Equ atio n s/ Equ ival e n c e
Determines whether a linear
equation or inequality is true for a
given value of the variable

Determines whether a linear
equation or inequality is true for a
given value of the variable

Applies the simple interest formula
to solve for the interest rate,
principal, or time invested

Solves cubic equations by taking
cube roots

Evaluates formulas or linear
equations at given values for the
variables

Determines the number of solutions
of a linear equation in one variable

Solves multi-step linear equations
with positive and negative rational
numbers

Solves cubic equations by taking
cube roots

Evaluates formulas or linear
equations at given values for the
variables

Solves one-step linear equations
with negative rational numbers

Solves multi-step linear equations
with positive and negative rational
numbers

Identi�es an ordered pair that is a
solution to a two-variable equation

Solves one-step linear equations
with positive rational numbers

Solves one-step linear equations
with negative rational numbers

Solves literal equations

Solves quadratic equations in one
variable using factoring, the
quadratic formula, or other
appropriate method

Solves one-step linear equations
with positive rational numbers

Solves multi-step linear equations
with positive and negative rational
numbers

Solves quadratic equations in the
form x² = c

Solves quadratic equations in one
variable using factoring, the
quadratic formula, or other
appropriate method

Solves one-step linear equations
with positive rational numbers

Solves two-step linear equations
with negative rational numbers

Solves quadratic equations in the
form x² = c

Solves quadratic equations in one
variable using factoring, the
quadratic formula, or other
appropriate method



Solves two-step linear equations
with positive rational numbers

Solves radical equations that lead to
linear equations

Solves quadratic equations in the
form x² = c

Writes a one-step linear equation in
one variable to represent a real-
world or mathematical context

Solves two-step linear equations
with negative rational numbers

Solves radical equations that lead to
linear equations

Writes and solves a two-step linear
equation in one variable involving a
real-world or mathematical context

Solves two-step linear equations
with positive rational numbers

Solves rational equations

Writes a multi-step linear equation in
one variable to represent a real-
world or mathematical context

Solves two-step linear equations
with negative rational numbers

Writes a two-step linear equation in
one variable to represent a real-
world or mathematical context

Solves two-step linear equations
with positive rational numbers

Writes and solves a multi-step
quadratic equation in one variable
involving a real-world or
mathematical context

Writes a multi-step linear equation in
one variable to represent a real-
world or mathematical context

Writes and solves a one-step
quadratic equation in the form x² = c
involving a real-world or
mathematical context

Writes a quadratic equation in one
variable to represent a real-world or
mathematical context

Writes and solves a two-step linear
equation in one variable involving a
real-world or mathematical context

Writes and solves a multi-step linear
equation in one variable involving a
real-world or mathematical context

Writes and solves an exponential
equation in one variable involving a
real-world or mathematical context

Writes and solves a multi-step
quadratic equation in one variable
involving a real-world or
mathematical context

Writes the equation of a vertical line
given a graph

Writes and solves a one-step
quadratic equation in the form x² = c
involving a real-world or
mathematical context

Writes and solves a two-step linear
equation in one variable involving a
real-world or mathematical context

Writes and solves an exponential
equation in one variable involving a
real-world or mathematical context

Describes a situation that can be
represented by a given linear
equation

Describes a situation that can be
represented by a given linear
equation



N u me ric al  Ex pre ssio n s

Applies the order of operations, with
grouping symbols and excluding
exponents, to simplify numerical
expressions involving positive
rational numbers

Applies the order of operations, with
grouping symbols and whole-
number exponents, to simplify
numerical expressions involving
both positive and negative rational
numbers

Applies the order of operations, with
grouping symbols and whole-
number exponents, to simplify
numerical expressions involving
both positive and negative rational
numbers

Applies the order of operations, with
grouping symbols and with whole-
number exponents, to simplify
numerical expressions consisting of
positive rational numbers

Applies the order of operations, with
grouping symbols and with whole-
number exponents, to simplify
numerical expressions consisting of
positive rational numbers

Applies the order of operations, with
whole-number exponents and
excluding grouping symbols, to
simplify numerical expressions
involving both positive and negative
rational numbers

Applies the order of operations,
without grouping symbols and with
whole-number exponents, to
simplify numerical expressions
consisting of positive rational
numbers

Applies the order of operations,
without grouping symbols and with
whole-number exponents, to
simplify numerical expressions
consisting of positive rational
numbers

Applies the order of operations,
without grouping symbols and with
whole-number exponents, to
simplify numerical expressions
consisting of positive rational
numbers

Applies the order of operations,
without grouping symbols or whole-
number exponents, to simplify
numerical expressions involving
both positive and negative rational
numbers

Applies the order of operations,
without grouping symbols or whole-
number exponents, to simplify
numerical expressions involving
positive rational numbers

Applies the order of operations,
without grouping symbols or whole-
number exponents, to simplify
numerical expressions involving
positive rational numbers

Evaluates numerical expressions
involving multiple operations with
whole numbers and parentheses

Evaluates numerical expressions
involving multiple operations with
whole numbers, no parenthesis

Uses properties of exponents to
simplify numerical expressions
involving negative integer
exponents, including zero

Represents descriptions of
calculations with numerical
expressions that include
parentheses

Uses properties of exponents to
simplify numerical expressions
involving negative integer
exponents, including zero

Uses properties of exponents to
simplify numerical expressions
involving whole-number exponents
only

Uses properties of exponents to
simplify numerical expressions
involving whole-number exponents
only

Uses properties of exponents to
simplify numerical expressions
involving whole-number exponents
only

P atte rn s/ S e qu e n c e s/ S e rie s
Determines missing values in a
function table representing a
nonproportional relationship, given
the rule

Determines missing values in a
function table representing a
nonproportional relationship, given
the rule

Determines missing values in a
function table representing a

Determines missing values in a
function table representing a



nonproportional relationship, rule
not given

nonproportional relationship, rule
not given

Analyzes and describes patterns
without stating the rule

Determines the value of a term in a
geometric sequence given a
contextual situation

Determines the value of a term in a
geometric sequence given a
contextual situation

Creates or extends
growing/shrinking shape patterns,
given the rule

Determines the value of a term in an
arithmetic sequence given a
contextual situation

Determines the value of a term in an
arithmetic sequence given a
contextual situation

Creates or extends number
patterns, given the rule

Writes an expression or formula for
the nth term of an arithmetic
sequence given a contextual
situation

Writes an expression or formula for
the nth term of an arithmetic
sequence given a contextual
situation

Determines the value of a term in a
geometric sequence given a
contextual situation

Writes an expression or formula for
the nth term of an arithmetic
sequence given a number sequence

Determines the value of a term in an
arithmetic sequence given a
contextual situation

P ie c e w ise /A bso l u te  Val u e  Fu n c tio n s
Interprets the meaning of the
average rate of change of a graph in
a real-world piecewise relationship

Calculates the rate of change of a
piecewise function over a given
interval

Calculates the rate of change of a
piecewise function over a given
interval

Translates between the graph of a
piecewise linear function and a
verbal description of the real-world
relationship

Translates between the graph of a
piecewise linear function and a
verbal description of the real-world
relationship

Describes the effects of
transformations on the graphs of
absolute value functions, including
the transformations y = af(x), y = f(ax),
y = f(x − a), and y = f(x) + a

Graphs absolute value functions

Translates between the graph of a
piecewise linear function and a
verbal description of the real-world
relationship

P ro pe rtie s an d O pe ratio n s o f Fu n c tio n s
Determines the input of a function
given an output

Determines the range of a function

Determines the range of a function

Distinguishes between linear and
nonlinear functions given an
equation, a graph, or a table of
values

Performs operations with functions Performs operations with functions

P ro pe rtie s an d R e l atio n sh ips o f O pe ratio n s



Applies the distributive property of
multiplication to whole numbers

Applies the distributive property of
multiplication to whole numbers

Qu adratic  Fu n c tio n s
Identi�es the zeros of a quadratic
function from a graph

Identi�es the zeros of a quadratic
function from a graph

Describes the effects that changes
in the constant terms have on the
graphs of quadratic functions

Describes the effects that changes
in the constant terms have on the
graphs of quadratic functions

Describes the effects that changes
in the constant terms have on the
graphs of quadratic functions

Writes a quadratic function given a
table of values

Evaluates a quadratic function for a
given value in its domain

Determines the maximum, minimum,
y-intercept, or zeros of a quadratic
function to solve real-world
problems

Identi�es the vertex, intercepts, or
axis of symmetry of a quadratic
functiongivena graph

Determines the zeros of a quadratic
function from a table of values

Writes a quadratic function given a
table of values

Evaluates a quadratic function for a
given value in its domain

Evaluates a quadratic function for a
given value in its domain to solve a
real-world problem

Graphs quadratic functions

Graphs transformations of quadratic
functions, including the
transformations y = af(x), y = f(ax), y =
f(x − a), and y = f(x) + a

Identi�es the table of values given a
graph of a quadratic relationship

Identi�es the vertex, intercepts, or
axis of symmetry of a quadratic
functiongivena graph

Writes a quadratic function given a
table of values

Writes the equation representing
transformations of quadratic
functions, including the
transformations y = af(x), y = f(ax), y =
f(x − a), and y = f(x) + a

R adic al s
Evaluates the square root of a
perfect square

Evaluates the square root of a
perfect square



R ate  o f C h an g e / S l o pe
Compares the rate of change
between two proportional
relationships represented in
different ways

Compares the rate of change
between two proportional
relationships represented in
different ways

Compares the rate of change
between two proportional
relationships represented in
different ways

Understands that the slope is the
same between any two points on a
line

Understands that the slope is the
same between any two points on a
line

Calculates the rate of change from a
graph representing a real-world
linear relationship

Calculates the rate of change from a
graph representing a real-world
linear relationship

Calculates the rate of change from a
table or description of a real-world
linear relationship

Calculates the rate of change from a
table or description of a real-world
linear relationship

Calculates the rate of change from a
table or description of a real-world
linear relationship

Calculates the rate of change of a
piecewise function over a given
interval

Interprets the meaning of the slope
of a graph in a real�world linear
relationship

Calculates the rate of change of a
piecewise function over a given
interval

Calculates the slope of a line given
ordered pairs

Compares the rate of change and
intercepts between two
nonproportional linear functions
represented in different ways

Calculates the slope of a line on a
graph

Compares the rate of change and
intercepts between two
nonproportional linear functions
represented in the same way

Compares the rate of change and
intercepts between two
nonproportional linear functions
represented in different ways

Interprets the meaning of the slope
of a graph in a real�world linear
relationship

Compares the rate of change and
intercepts between two
nonproportional linear functions
represented in the same way

Interprets the meaning of the slope
in the equation y = mx + b within the
context of a real-world linear
relationship

Interprets the meaning of the slope
of a graph in a real�world linear
relationship

R atio n al  Fu n c tio n s
Evaluates a rational function for a
given value in its domain

R atio n al  N u mbe rs:  S o l ve  R e al - Wo rl d an d Math e matic al  P ro bl e ms
Solves real-world problems using
appropriate problem-solving

Solves real-world problems using
appropriate problem-solving



strategies and evaluates the
reasonableness of the solutions

strategies and evaluates the
reasonableness of the solutions

S c ie n tific  N o tatio n

Converts a number from scienti�c
notation to standard form

Converts a number from standard
form to scienti�c notation

Approximates very large and very
small quantities using scienti�c
notation

Converts a number from standard
form to scienti�c notation

Determines the relative magnitude
of two numbers expressed in
scienti�c notation

Converts a number from standard
form to scienti�c notation

Multiplies and divides numbers
expressed in scienti�c notation

Determines the relative magnitude
of two numbers expressed in
scienti�c notation

Solves real-world problems with
numbers expressed in scienti�c
notation

Multiplies and divides numbers
expressed in scienti�c notation

Solves real-world problems with
numbers expressed in scienti�c
notation

S yste m o f Equ atio n s/ In e qu al it ie s

Solves a system of linear equations
graphically

Identi�es an ordered pair that is a
solution to a system of linear
inequalities

Identi�es an ordered pair that is a
solution to a system of linear
inequalities

Writes and solves a system of linear
equations involving a real-world or
mathematical context

Solves a system of linear equations
algebraically

Shows the steps to solve a system of
linear equations using linear
combinations

Solves a system of linear equations
graphically

Solves a system of equations with
one linear and one quadratic
equation algebraically

Writes a system of linear equations
to represent a real-world or
mathematical context

Solves a system of linear equations
algebraically

Writes a system of linear inequalities
to represent a real-world or
mathematical context

Writes a system of linear equations
to represent a real-world or
mathematical context

Writes and solves a system of linear
equations involving a real-world or
mathematical context

Writes a system of linear inequalities
to represent a real-world or
mathematical context

Writes and solves a system of linear
equations involving a real-world or
mathematical context

Trig o n o me tric  Fu n c tio n s/ R adian  Me asu re



Converts between radians and
degrees

Wh o l e  N u mbe rs:  Mu l tipl ic atio n / D ivisio n
Decomposes numbers to simplify
whole-number multiplication

Wh o l e  N u mbe rs:  R e pre se n t an d S o l ve  Wo rd P ro bl e ms
Represents and solves word
problems involving division of whole
numbers where the quotient is a
fraction

Represents and solves word
problems involving division of whole
numbers where the quotient is a
fraction

Represents and solves word
problems involving division of whole
numbers where the quotient is a
fraction

Represents multi-step word
problems involving the four
operations with expressions or
equations, whole numbers

Represents multi-step word
problems involving the four
operations with expressions or
equations, whole numbers

Represents multi-step word
problems involving the four
operations with expressions or
equations, whole numbers



THE REAL AND COMPLEX NUMBER SYSTEMSin v is ib l e

R e in fo rc e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

D e ve l o p th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

In tro du c e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

A bso l u te  Val u e :  C o n c e pts/ P ro pe rtie s
Understands that the distance
between two integers on a number
line is equal to the absolute value of
the difference

Evaluates numerical expressions
involving absolute value

Evaluates the absolute value of a
number

Understands that the distance
between two integers on a number
line is equal to the absolute value of
the difference

C apac ity
Completes complex conversions of
customary units of capacity involving
fractions, decimals, or more than
two units

Completes conversions of metric
units of capacity

Completes conversions of metric
units of capacity

Solves multi-step capacity word
problems involving decimals or
fractions and conversion of metric
units

Solves multi-step capacity word
problems involving decimals or
fractions and conversion of metric
units

Completes conversions of metric
units of capacity

C o n ve rsio n  o f Un its
Completes complex conversions of
customary units of capacity involving
fractions, decimals, or more than
two units

Completes conversions of metric
units of capacity

Completes complex conversions of
customary units of length involving
fractions, decimals, or more than
two units

Completes conversions of metric
units of length



Completes complex conversions of
customary units of weight involving
fractions, decimals, or more than
two units

Converts unit rates to solve real-
world problems

Completes complex conversions of
more than two units of time

Converts units of length between
the customary and the metric
systems

Completes conversions of metric
units of capacity

Converts units of speed

Completes conversions of metric
units of length

Solves multi-step capacity word
problems involving decimals or
fractions and conversion of metric
units

Completes conversions of metric
units of mass

Solves multi-step length word
problems involving decimals or
fractions and conversion of
customary units

Converts unit rates to solve real-
world problems

Solves multi-step length word
problems involving whole numbers
and conversion of customary units

Converts units of length between
the customary and the metric
systems

Solves multi-step mass word
problems involving whole numbers
and conversion of metric units

Converts units of speed

Solves multi-step capacity word
problems involving decimals or
fractions and conversion of metric
units

Solves multi-step length word
problems involving decimals or
fractions and conversion of
customary units

Solves multi-step length word
problems involving whole numbers
and conversion of customary units

Solves multi-step weight word
problems involving whole numbers
and conversion of customary units

Applies dimensional analysis to
manipulate units in a real-world
problem



Completes conversions of metric
units of capacity

Converts unit rates to solve real-
world problems

Converts units of speed

Applies dimensional analysis to
manipulate units in a real-world
problem

C o o rdin ate  G e o me try
Determines the coordinates of
points in all four quadrants of a
coordinate graph

Determines the distance between
two points with the same �rst or
second coordinate

Plots points in all four quadrants of a
coordinate plane

D e c imal s:  A dditio n / S u btrac tio n
Adds and subtracts decimals with
different number of digits after the
decimal point, with regrouping

D e c imal s:  C o mpare / O rde r
Compares decimals to the
thousandths, with a different
number of digits after the decimal
point, using symbols

Orders decimals to the thousandths,
with a different number of digits
after the decimal point

D e c imal s:  Mu l tipl ic atio n / D ivisio n
Divides decimals by decimals Divides decimals by decimals

Multiplies decimals by decimals Divides whole numbers by decimals

Multiplies decimals by multi-digit
whole numbers

Multiplies or divides decimals by 10,
100, or 1,000

Divides decimals by decimals

D e c imal s:  R e pre se n t an d S o l ve  Wo rd P ro bl e ms
Solves multi-step word problems



involving the four operations and
decimals, including contexts
involving money

Solves one-step word problems
involving addition and subtraction of
decimals with a different number of
digits after the decimal point

Solves one-step word problems
involving multiplication of multi-digit
whole numbers and decimals to the
hundredths, including contexts
involving money

Ex po n e n ts
Represents the value of digits in
whole numbers using powers of 10 in
exponential form

Converts between exponential and
radical form

Uses properties of exponents to
simplify algebraic expressions
involving whole-number exponents

Uses properties of exponents to
simplify algebraic expressions
involving whole-number exponents

Converts between exponential and
radical form

Uses properties of exponents to
simplify algebraic expressions
involving fractional exponents

Uses properties of exponents to
simplify algebraic expressions
involving negative integer
exponents, including zero

Uses properties of exponents to
simplify algebraic expressions
involving whole-number exponents

F rac tio n s:  A dditio n / S u btrac tio n

Adds and subtracts fractions with
denominators of 10 or 100

Adds and subtracts whole numbers,
fractions, and/or mixed numbers
with unlike denominators, with
regrouping

Adds and subtracts fractions with
like denominators using a number
line

Adds and subtracts fractions with
unlike denominators

Adds and subtracts whole numbers,



fractions, and/or mixed numbers
with like denominators, with
regrouping

Adds and subtracts whole numbers,
fractions, and/or mixed numbers
with unlike denominators, no
regrouping

Adds and subtracts whole numbers,
fractions, and/or mixed numbers
with unlike denominators, with
regrouping

F rac tio n s:  Equ ival e n c e
Writes equivalent fractions

Writes equivalent fractions for given
points on a number line

Writes fractions in simplest form

F rac tio n s:  Mu l tipl e  O pe ratio n s
Simpli�es complex fractions

F rac tio n s:  Mu l tipl ic atio n / D ivisio n
Divides fractions by fractions,
results in simplest form

Divides fractions by fractions,
results in simplest form

Divides fractions by mixed numbers,
results in simplest form

Divides mixed numbers by fractions
using models

Divides fractions by whole numbers,
results in simplest form

Divides mixed numbers by fractions,
results in simplest form

Divides mixed numbers by fractions
using models

Divides mixed numbers by mixed
numbers, results in simplest form

Divides mixed numbers by fractions,
results in simplest form

Divides whole numbers by fractions,
results in simplest form

Divides mixed numbers by mixed
numbers, results in simplest form

Multiplies fractions by fractions,
results in simplest form

Divides mixed numbers by whole
numbers, results in simplest form

Multiplies mixed numbers by
fractions, results in simplest form

Divides whole numbers by fractions
using models

Multiplies mixed numbers by mixed
numbers, results in simplest form

Divides whole numbers by fractions,
results in simplest form

Understands that �nding fractions
of fractions is the same as �nding
their product

Divides whole numbers by mixed Understands that multiplying a



numbers, results in simplest form whole number by a unit fraction is
the same as dividing by the fraction's
denominator

Multiplies fractions by fractions,
results in simplest form

Multiplies mixed numbers by
fractions, results in simplest form

Multiplies mixed numbers by mixed
numbers, results in simplest form

Multiplies mixed numbers by whole
numbers, results in simplest form

Understands the effect of
multiplying whole numbers by
fractions less than 1

F rac tio n s:  R e pre se n t an d S o l ve  Wo rd P ro bl e ms
Solves multi-step word problems
involving addition and subtraction of
fractions with unlike denominators

Solves one-step word problems
involving division of fractions or
mixed numbers

Solves multi-step word problems
involving whole numbers, fractions
and/or mixed numbers

Solves one-step word problems
involving multiplication of fractions
or mixed numbers

Solves one-step word problems
involving addition and subtraction of
fractions with unlike denominators

Solves one-step word problems
involving addition and subtraction of
mixed numbers with unlike
denominators

Solves one-step word problems
involving division of fractions or
mixed numbers

Solves one-step word problems
involving division of unit fractions by
whole numbers

Solves one-step word problems
involving division of whole numbers
by fractions or mixed numbers

Solves one-step word problems
involving division of whole numbers
by unit fractions



Solves one-step word problems
involving multiplication of fractions
or mixed numbers

Solves one-step word problems
involving multiplication of whole
numbers and either fractions or
mixed numbers

Solves one-step word problems
involving division of fractions or
mixed numbers

Solves one-step word problems
involving multiplication of fractions
or mixed numbers

F rac tio n s:  R e pre se n t/ Mo de l
Locates improper fractions on a
number line

Locates mixed numbers on a number
line

Locates mixed numbers on a number
line

Understands fractions as the
division of the numerator by the
denominator

Locates non-unit proper fractions
on a number line

Understands fractions as the
division of the numerator by the
denominator

In te g e rs:  C o mpu tatio n

Adds and subtracts integers
Performs multiple operations with
integers

Multiplies and divides integers

Performs multiple operations with
integers

Represents addition and subtraction
of integers on a number line

Understands subtracting an integer
is the same as adding its opposite

Le n g th
Completes complex conversions of
customary units of length involving
fractions, decimals, or more than
two units

Completes conversions of metric
units of length

Completes conversions of metric Converts units of length between



units of length the customary and the metric
systems

Converts units of length between
the customary and the metric
systems

Solves multi-step length word
problems involving decimals or
fractions and conversion of
customary units

Solves multi-step length word
problems involving decimals or
fractions and conversion of
customary units

Solves multi-step length word
problems involving whole numbers
and conversion of customary units

Solves multi-step length word
problems involving whole numbers
and conversion of customary units

N u me ric al  Ex pre ssio n s
Uses properties of radicals to
simplify radical expressions

Simpli�es numerical expressions
involving sums and differences of
radicals

Uses properties of radicals to
simplify radical expressions

P ro bl e m S o l vin g  w ith  Un its
Solves multi-step capacity word
problems involving decimals or
fractions and conversion of metric
units

Solves multi-step capacity word
problems involving decimals or
fractions and conversion of metric
units

Solves multi-step length word
problems involving decimals or
fractions and conversion of
customary units

Solves multi-step length word
problems involving decimals or
fractions and conversion of
customary units

Solves multi-step length word
problems involving whole numbers
and conversion of customary units

Solves multi-step length word
problems involving whole numbers
and conversion of customary units

Solves multi-step weight word
problems involving whole numbers
and conversion of customary units

Solves multi-step mass word
problems involving whole numbers
and conversion of metric units

Applies dimensional analysis to
manipulate units in a real-world
problem

Applies dimensional analysis to
manipulate units in a real-world
problem



P ro pe rtie s an d R e l atio n sh ips o f O pe ratio n s

Locates the additive inverse of a
number on a number line

Understands that multiplying a
whole number by a unit fraction is
the same as dividing by the fraction's
denominator

Understands the additive inverse
property

Understands that the product of two
negative numbers is positive

Understands the effect of
multiplying whole numbers by
fractions less than 1

Understands the additive inverse
property

R adic al s
Converts between exponential and
radical form

Uses properties of radicals to
simplify radical expressions

Converts between exponential and
radical form

Simpli�es numerical expressions
involving sums and differences of
radicals

Uses properties of radicals to
simplify radical expressions

R ate s/ R atio s/ P ro po rtio n s/ P e rc e n ts
Calculates percents of numbers Calculates percents of numbers

Calculates simple interest Calculates simple interest

Calculates the percent one number
is of another number

Calculates the percent one number
is of another number

Calculates the percent one number
is of another number for percents
greater than 100%

Calculates the percent one number
is of another number for percents
greater than 100%

Calculates the whole when given a
part and the percent

Calculates the whole when given a
part and the percent

Compares unit rates within a real-
world context

Compares unit rates within a real-
world context

Converts between decimals and
percents less than 100%

Converts unit rates to solve real-
world problems

Converts between percents and
ratios expressed verbally or in the
form a:b

Determines equivalent ratios



Converts unit rates to solve real-
world problems

Identi�es the part-to-whole ratio
between two quantities

Determines equivalent ratios
Solves for a missing value in a
proportion by taking a cross product

Determines the whole in a real-world
percent problem given the part and
the percent

Solves multi-step percent problems
within a real-world or mathematical
context

Identi�es the part�to�part ratio
between two quantities

Solves one-step percent problems
within a real-world or mathematical
context

Identi�es the part-to-whole ratio
between two quantities

Solves real-world and mathematical
problems using ratios or
proportional reasoning

Solves for a missing value in a
proportion by taking a cross product

Solves real-world problems involving
percent or fractional increase

Solves multi-step percent problems
within a real-world or mathematical
context

Uses a given unit rate to solve a
multi-step real-world problem

Solves one-step percent problems
within a real-world or mathematical
context

Uses ratios of fractions to calculate
unit rates

Solves real-world and mathematical
problems using ratios or
proportional reasoning

Uses tables to represent real-world
relationships described by a given
ratio

Solves real-world problems
involving percent or fractional
increase

Uses two given unit rates to solve a
multi-step real-world problem

Uses a given unit rate to solve a
multi-step real-world problem

Writes a proportion to solve a real-
world problem

Uses a given unit rate to solve a one-
step real-world problem

Uses ratios of decimals to calculate
unit rates

Uses ratios of fractions to calculate
unit rates

Uses ratios of whole numbers and
decimals to calculate unit rates

Uses ratios of whole numbers to
calculate unit rates



Uses tables to represent real-world
relationships described by a given
ratio

Uses two given unit rates to solve a
multi-step real-world problem

Writes a proportion to solve a real-
world problem

Calculates simple interest

Calculates the percent one number
is of another number for percents
greater than 100%

Compares ratios within a real-world
context

Converts unit rates to solve real-
world problems

Solves for a missing value in a
proportion by taking a cross product

Solves real-world and mathematical
problems using ratios or
proportional reasoning

Solves real-world problems involving
percent or fractional increase

Uses a given unit rate to solve a
multi-step real-world problem

Uses ratios of fractions to calculate
unit rates

Uses two given unit rates to solve a
multi-step real-world problem

Writes a proportion to solve a real-
world problem

Calculates simple interest

R atio n al  N u mbe rs:  C o mpare / O rde r
Compares and orders positive and
negative rational numbers

Compares and orders positive and
negative rational numbers

Writes or interprets verbal
comparative statements for rational
numbers within a real-world context

Compares and orders positive and



negative rational numbers

R atio n al  N u mbe rs:  C o mpu tatio n
Adds and subtracts rational
numbers, including combinations of
positive or negative fractions,
decimals, and integers

Adds and subtracts rational
numbers, including combinations of
positive or negative fractions,
decimals, and integers

Multiplies rational numbers,
including combinations of positive
or negative fractions, decimals, and
integers

Multiplies rational numbers,
including combinations of positive or
negative fractions, decimals, and
integers

Divides rational numbers, including
combinations of positive or negative
fractions, decimals, and integers

Multiplies rational numbers,
including combinations of positive or
negative fractions, decimals, and
integers

R atio n al  N u mbe rs:  Equ ival e n c e
Converts between decimals and
percents less than 100%

Converts between percents and
fractions with denominators other
than 10 and 100

Converts between percents and
ratios expressed verbally or in the
form a:b

Converts between decimals and
fractions with a denominator of 3

Converts fractions to decimals using
long division

Converts between decimals and
fractions with a denominator of 8

Converts between decimals and
fractions with denominators of 10 or
100

Converts between decimals and
fractions with denominators of 2, 4,
or 5

Converts fractions to decimals using
long division

Converts repeating decimals to
fractions



R atio n al  N u mbe rs:  R e pre se n t/ Mo de l
Locates negative rational numbers
on a number line

R atio n al  N u mbe rs:  S o l ve  R e al - Wo rl d an d Math e matic al  P ro bl e ms
Calculates simple interest Calculates simple interest

Determines the whole in a real-world
percent problem given the part and
the percent

Solves multi-step percent problems
within a real-world or mathematical
context

Solves multi-step percent problems
within a real-world or mathematical
context

Solves one-step percent problems
within a real-world or mathematical
context

Solves one-step percent problems
within a real-world or mathematical
context

Solves real-world problems involving
percent or fractional increase

Solves real-world problems
involving percent or fractional
increase

Solves real-world problems
involving the addition and
subtraction of integers

Solves real-world problems involving
percent or fractional increase

R e al / C o mpl e x  N u mbe rs:  C o mpu tatio n
Adds and subtracts complex
numbers

Adds and subtracts complex
numbers

Adds and subtracts complex
numbers

Simpli�es expressions involving the
relation i² = –1

R e al / C o mpl e x  N u mbe rs:  C o n c e pts/ P ro pe rtie s
Approximates the location of
irrational numbers on a number line

Approximates the location of
irrational numbers on a number line

Approximates the value of an
irrational number

Approximates the value of an
irrational number

Compares and orders real numbers Compares and orders real numbers

Determines whether a real number
is rational or irrational

Determines whether a real number is
rational or irrational

Approximates the location of
irrational numbers on a number line



Approximates the value of an
irrational number

Compares and orders real numbers

Determines whether the value of a
numerical expression is rational or
irrational

Time
Completes complex conversions of
more than two units of time

We ig h t/ Mass
Completes complex conversions of
customary units of weight involving
fractions, decimals, or more than
two units

Solves multi-step mass word
problems involving whole numbers
and conversion of metric units

Completes conversions of metric
units of mass

Solves multi-step weight word
problems involving whole numbers
and conversion of customary units

Wh o l e  N u mbe rs an d D e c imal s:  R o u n din g / Estimatio n
Rounds decimals to any decimal
place value

Wh o l e  N u mbe rs:  C o n c e pts/ P ro pe rtie s
Solves real-world problems
involving the least common multiple

Determines least common multiples

Solves real-world problems involving
common multiples

Solves real-world problems involving
the least common multiple

Solves real-world problems involving
common multiples

Solves real-world problems involving
the least common multiple

Wh o l e  N u mbe rs:  Mu l tipl ic atio n / D ivisio n
Divides whole numbers with more
than four digits by two-digit divisors,
with a remainder

Solves multi-step multiplication and
division word problems with whole
numbers



Wh o l e  N u mbe rs:  P l ac e  Val u e
Decomposes whole numbers within
1,000 into hundreds, tens, and ones,
in multiple ways

Understands that the same digit,
moved one place to the left, now
represents 10 times the value

Represents the value of digits in
whole numbers using powers of 10 in
exponential form

Understands that the same digit,
moved one place to the right, now
represents 1/10 the value

Understands that the same digit,
moved one place to the left, now
represents 10 times the value

Understands that the same digit,
moved one place to the right, now
represents 1/10 the value



GEOMETRYin v is ib l e

R e in fo rc e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

D e ve l o p th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

In tro du c e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

A re a
Describes the effect on area when
dimensions of a rectangle are
changed

Describes the effect on area when
dimensions of a rectangle are
changed

Determines the area of circles,given
the formula

Describes the effect on area when
dimensions of a triangle are changed

Determines the area of �gures
composed of polygons

Determines the area of circles,
formula not provided

Determines the area of
parallelograms, formula not provided

Determines the area of �gures
composed of polygons

Determines the area of rectangles
given the perimeter

Determines the area of �gures
composed of polygons and circles

Determines the area of rectangles
with fractional sides, formula not
provided

Determines the area of
parallelograms, formula not provided

Determines the area of rectangles
with whole-number sides, formula
not provided

Determines the area of rectangles
given the perimeter

Determines the area of trapezoids,
given the formula

Determines the area of rectangles
with fractional sides, formula not
provided

Determines the area of triangles,
formula not provided

Determines the area of trapezoids,
formula not provided

Determines the area of
triangles,given the formula

Determines the area of triangles,
formula not provided

Determines the circumference given
the area of a circle

Determines the area of
triangles,given the formula

Determines the perimeter of
rectangles given the area

Determines the circumference given
the area of a circle

Determines the ratio between areas
of scaled �gures

Determines the perimeter of
rectangles given the area

Estimates the area of rectangles
with whole-number sides, formula
not provided

Determines the radius or diameter
given the area of a circle

Identi�es the formula for the area of Determines the ratio between areas



a circle of scaled �gures

Solves problems involving areas of
�gures composed of polygons
within a real-world or mathematical
context

Solves area word problems involving
whole numbers and tiling rectangles
with non-unit squares

Solves problems involving areas of
rectangles within a real-world or
mathematical context

Solves problems involving areas of
�gures composed of polygons within
a real-world or mathematical context

Solves problems involving both area
and perimeter of rectangles within a
real-world or mathematical context

Solves problems involving both area
and perimeter of rectangles within a
real-world or mathematical context

Solves real-world and mathematical
problems involving areas of quarter
circles, semicircles, or three-quarter
circles

Describes the effect on area when
dimensions of a rectangle are
changed

Describes the effect on area when
dimensions of a triangle are changed

Describes the effect on area when
the perimeter of a rectangle is
changed

Determines a base or the height,
given the area of a trapezoid

Determines the area of circles,
formula not provided

Determines the area of �gures
composed of polygons

Determines the area of �gures
composed of polygons and circles

Determines the area of
parallelograms, formula not provided

Determines the area of trapezoids,
formula not provided

Determines the area of triangles,
formula not provided

Determines the circumference given
the area of a circle



Determines the perimeter of
rectangles given the area

Determines the ratio between areas
of scaled �gures

Solves area word problems involving
whole numbers and tiling rectangles
with non-unit squares

Solves problems involving areas of
�gures composed of polygons within
a real-world or mathematical context

Solves real-world and mathematical
problems involving areas of quarter
circles, semicircles, or three-quarter
circles

C irc l e s
Writes the equation of a circle given
the center and radius

Solves problems involving inscribed
angles on a diameter

Uses properties of central and
inscribed angles to solve problems
involving circles

Writes the equation of a circle given
the center and radius

Calculates the area of sectors given
the measure of the central angle

Solves problems involving inscribed
angles on a diameter

Uses properties of central and
inscribed angles to solve problems
involving circles

Uses properties of chords to solve
problems involving circles

Writes the equation of a circle given
a graph

Writes the equation of a circle given
the center and radius

C o n g ru e n c e
Determines measures of
corresponding angles in congruent
�gures

Understands that rigid



transformations preserve
congruency

Identi�es congruent triangles using
AAS, ASA, SAS, or SSS

Identi�es the congruence postulate
that proves two triangles are
congruent

C o n ic  S e c tio n s
Writes the equation of a circle given
the center and radius

Writes the equation of a circle given
the center and radius

Writes the equation of a circle given
a graph

Writes the equation of a circle given
the center and radius

C o o rdin ate  G e o me try
Determines the coordinates of
missing vertices of geometric
�gures in the �rst quadrant given
the coordinates of the other
vertices

Determines the area of a triangle
given the coordinates of the vertices

Determines the coordinates of one
endpoint of a line segment given the
coordinates of the midpoint and the
other endpoint

Determines the coordinates of one
endpoint of a line segment given the
coordinates of the midpoint and the
other endpoint

Determines the coordinates of the
midpoint of a line segment

Determines the coordinates of the
midpoint of a line segment

Determines the perimeter or area of
a rectangle given vertices with the
same �rst or second coordinate

Determines the distance between
two points on the coordinate plane

Determines the area of a triangle
given vertices with the same �rst or
second coordinate

Determines the coordinates of
missing vertices of geometric
�gures in all four quadrants given
the coordinates of the other vertices

Determines the coordinates of one
endpoint of a line segment given the



coordinates of the midpoint and the
other endpoint

Determines the coordinates of the
midpoint of a line segment

Determines the slope of a line
perpendicular to a given line

Uses slopes to identify
perpendicular lines

Writes the equation of a line parallel
to a given line

Writes the equation of a line parallel
to a line that passes through a given
point

Writes the equation of a line
perpendicular to a line that passes
through a given point

Determines the distance between
two points on the coordinate plane

G e o me tric  C o n stru c tio n s
Identi�es the geometric
construction of an angle bisector

G e o me tric  P ro o f/ Lo g ic / In du c tive  an d D e du c tive  R e aso n in g
Determines the conditions
necessary to show that two lines are
parallel

Identi�es the congruence postulate
that proves two triangles are
congruent

Ide n tific atio n  an d C l assific atio n  o f 2 - D  S h ape s
Identi�es and names special
triangles, such as acute, right,
scalene, etc., given pictures

Knows de�nitions of special
triangles, such as acute, right,
scalene, etc.

Knows properties of special
triangles, such as acute, right,
scalene, etc.

P e rime te r/ C irc u mfe re n c e
Determines the area of rectangles Determines the area of rectangles



given the perimeter given the perimeter

Determines the circumference given
the area of a circle

Determines the circumference given
the area of a circle

Determines the circumference of
circles, formula not provided

Determines the circumference of
circles, formula not provided

Determines the circumference of
circles, given the formula

Determines the circumference of
circles, given the formula

Determines the perimeter of
complex �gures in which not all
sides are labeled

Determines the perimeter of
rectangles given the area

Determines the perimeter of
rectangles given the area

Determines the radius or diameter
given the circumference of a circle

Determines the radius or diameter
given the circumference of a circle

Solves problems involving both area
and perimeter of rectangles within a
real-world or mathematical context

Solves problems involving both area
and perimeter of rectangles within a
real-world or mathematical context

Solves problems involving
perimeters of non-rectangular
polygons within a real-world or
mathematical context

Solves problems involving
perimeters of rectangles within a
real-world or mathematical context

Solves problems involving
perimeters of rectangles within a
real-world or mathematical context

Describes the effect on area when
the perimeter of a rectangle is
changed

Determines the circumference given
the area of a circle

Determines the circumference of
circles, formula not provided

Determines the perimeter of
rectangles given the area

P o in ts,  Lin e s, S e g me n ts, R ays, an d A n g l e s
Identi�es perpendicular lines
involving real-world objects

Identi�es perpendicular lines

P ro bl e m S o l vin g  w ith  Un its
Solves elapsed time word problems
involving either minutes crossing
over an hour, or hours and/or
minutes crossing over A.M. or P.M.

Solves area word problems involving
whole numbers and tiling rectangles
with non-unit squares

Solves problems involving areas of Solves problems involving areas of



�gures composed of polygons
within a real-world or mathematical
context

�gures composed of polygons within
a real-world or mathematical context

Solves problems involving areas of
rectangles within a real-world or
mathematical context

Solves problems involving both area
and perimeter of rectangles within a
real-world or mathematical context

Solves problems involving both area
and perimeter of rectangles within a
real-world or mathematical context

Solves problems involving
perimeters of non-rectangular
polygons within a real-world or
mathematical context

Solves problems involving
perimeters of rectangles within a
real-world or mathematical context

Solves problems involving
perimeters of rectangles within a
real-world or mathematical context

Solves problems involving volumes
of rectangular prisms within a real-
world or mathematical context

Solves problems involving volumes
of rectangular prisms within a real-
world or mathematical context

Solves real-world and mathematical
problems involving areas of quarter
circles, semicircles, or three-quarter
circles

Uses the net of a prism to solve
surface area problems within a real-
world or mathematical context

Solves area word problems involving
whole numbers and tiling rectangles
with non-unit squares

Solves problems involving areas of
�gures composed of polygons within
a real-world or mathematical context

Solves problems involving surface
areas of prisms within a real-world or
mathematical context

Solves real-world and mathematical
problems involving areas of quarter
circles, semicircles, or three-quarter
circles

P yth ag o re an  Th e o re m
Uses the Pythagorean Theorem to
calculate the length of a missing
side of a right triangle

Determines the distance between
two points on the coordinate plane

Uses the Pythagorean Theorem to
calculate the length of a missing side



of a right triangle

Uses the Pythagorean Theorem to
solve real-world or mathematical
problems

Applies the converse of the
Pythagorean Theorem to identify
right triangles

Determines the distance between
two points on the coordinate plane

Uses the Pythagorean Theorem to
calculate the length of a missing side
of a right triangle

Uses the Pythagorean Theorem to
solve real-world or mathematical
problems

R ate s/ R atio s/ P ro po rtio n s/ P e rc e n ts
Applies scale factors to solve
problems involving scale drawings
of geometric �gures

Applies scale factors to solve
problems involving scale drawings of
geometric �gures

Applies scale factors to solve
problems involving scale drawings,
maps, and models

Applies scale factors to solve
problems involving scale drawings,
maps, and models

Applies the concept of density to
solve problems involving area and
volume

Applies the concept of density to
solve problems involving area and
volume

Determines scale factors in
problems involving scale drawings
of geometric �gures

Applies scale factors to solve
problems involving scale drawings of
geometric �gures

Applies scale factors to solve
problems involving scale drawings,
maps, and models

R e l atio n sh ips in vo l vin g  Lin e s, A n g l e s, an d P o l yg o n s
Calculates unknown angle measures
using the properties of
complementary, supplementary, and
vertical angles

Applies the Triangle Inequality
Theorem

Calculates unknown angle measures
using the properties of



complementary, supplementary, and
vertical angles

Applies the Triangle Angle-Sum
Theorem to determine the measure
of an unknown angle

Applies the Triangle Angle-Sum
Theorem to determine the measure
of an unknown angle

Recognizes that the sum of the
interior angles of a triangle is 180
degrees

Applies the Triangle Exterior Angle
Theorem to determine the measure
of an unknown angle

Solves problems by applying multiple
properties of angles, including
interior and exterior angles of
triangles; complementary,
supplementary, and vertical angles;
and angles created by perpendicular
lines or parallel lines cut by a
transversal

Recognizes that the sum of the
interior angles of a triangle is 180
degrees

Solves problems involving parallel
lines cut by a transversal

Solves problems by applying multiple
properties of angles, including
interior and exterior angles of
triangles; complementary,
supplementary, and vertical angles;
and angles created by perpendicular
lines or parallel lines cut by a
transversal

Solves problems involving parallel
lines cut by a transversal

Applies the Triangle Inequality
Theorem

Calculates unknown angle measures
using the properties of
complementary, supplementary, and
vertical angles

Determines the conditions
necessary to show that two lines are
parallel

Solves problems by applying multiple
properties of angles, including
interior and exterior angles of
triangles; complementary,
supplementary, and vertical angles;
and angles created by perpendicular
lines or parallel lines cut by a
transversal



Solves problems involving parallel
lines cut by a transversal

S imil arity
Applies scale factors to solve
problems involving scale drawings
of geometric �gures

Applies scale factors to solve
problems involving scale drawings of
geometric �gures

Applies scale factors to solve
problems involving scale drawings,
maps, and models

Applies scale factors to solve
problems involving scale drawings,
maps, and models

Determines scale factors in
problems involving scale drawings
of geometric �gures

Applies properties of similar �gures
to determine a perimeter

Applies properties of similar �gures
to determine a perimeter

Applies properties of similar
triangles to solve real-world
problems involving indirect
measurements

Applies properties of similar
triangles to solve real-world
problems involving indirect
measurements

Determines lengths of
corresponding sides in similar
�gures

Applies similarity postulates to
identify corresponding sides and
angles

Identi�es similar triangles using SAS
or SSS

Applies similarity postulates to solve
for missing lengths and angles

Identi�es the proportion of
corresponding sides of similar
�gures

Determines lengths of
corresponding sides in similar
�gures

Identi�es similar triangles using SAS
or SSS

Applies scale factors to solve
problems involving scale drawings of
geometric �gures

Applies scale factors to solve
problems involving scale drawings,
maps, and models

Applies properties of similar �gures
to determine a perimeter

Applies similarity postulates to solve
for missing lengths and angles

Applies the geometric mean to solve
for missing lengths and angles in



triangles

Applies the Triangle Proportionality
Theorem

Determines lengths of
corresponding sides in similar
�gures

Identi�es similar triangles using AA

Identi�es similar triangles using SAS
or SSS

S patial  C o n c e pts an d S ymme try
Identi�es and creates nets for
prisms

Identi�es 3-D shapes using cross-
sections

Identi�es the cross-sections of 3-D
shapes

Identi�es the 3-D shape created
when a 2-D shape is rotated around
an axis

Identi�es the cross-sections of 3-D
shapes

Identi�es the rotational or
re�ectional symmetry of a shape

S u rfac e  A re a
Determines the surface area of
rectangular prisms or cubes, formula
not provided

Determines the surface area of a
prism given a net

Determines the surface area of
rectangular prisms or cubes, formula
not provided

Uses the net of a prism to solve
surface area problems within a real-
world or mathematical context

Determines the side length of a cube
given the surface area

Determines the surface area of
rectangular prisms or cubes, formula
not provided

Determines the surface area of
triangular prisms, formula not
provided



Solves problems involving surface
areas of prisms within a real-world or
mathematical context

Time
Solves elapsed time word problems
involving either minutes crossing
over an hour, or hours and/or
minutes crossing over A.M. or P.M.

Tran sfo rmatio n s

Describes a single transformation
that will map one �gure onto
another on the coordinate plane

Describes a series of
transformations that will map one
�gure onto itself on the coordinate
plane

Describes a single transformation
that will map one �gure onto itself,
without the coordinate plane

Describes a single transformation
that will map one �gure onto another
on the coordinate plane

Describes the effects of dilation on
lengths and angle measures

Describes a single transformation
that will map one �gure onto itself,
without the coordinate plane

Determines the coordinates of the
vertices of a polygon after a dilation
or a series of dilations

Describes a translation using
coordinate notation

Determines the coordinates of the
vertices of a polygon after a
re�ection or a series of re�ections

Describes the effects of dilation on
lengths and angle measures

Determines the coordinates of the
vertices of a polygon after a rotation
or a series of rotations

Determines the coordinates of the
vertices of a polygon after a dilation
or a series of dilations

Determines the image of a polygon
on a coordinate plane after a
re�ection or a series of re�ections

Determines the coordinates of the
vertices of a polygon after a
re�ection or a series of re�ections

Determines the image of a
translation represented in
coordinate notation

Determines the coordinates of the
vertices of a polygon after a rotation
or a series of rotations

Performs a series of translations,
re�ections, and rotations, without
the coordinate plane

Determines the image of a polygon
on a coordinate plane after a
re�ection or a series of re�ections

Understands that rigid
transformations preserve
congruency

Determines the image of a polygon
on a coordinate plane after a series
of translations, re�ections, or
rotations

Applies the scale factor in a dilation



to solve for unknown lengths

Describes a single transformation
that will map one �gure onto itself,
without the coordinate plane

Describes a translation using
coordinate notation

Determines the coordinates of the
vertices of a polygon after a dilation
or a series of dilations

Determines the coordinates of the
vertices of a polygon after a
re�ection or a series of re�ections

Determines the image of a dilation
represented in coordinate notation

Determines the image of a polygon
on a coordinate plane after a
re�ection or a series of re�ections

Identi�es the center and scale factor
used in a dilation represented in the
coordinate plane

Identi�es the rotational or
re�ectional symmetry of a shape

Trig o n o me try

Represents the tangent of an angle
as a ratio of sides in a right triangle

Determines the measure of an acute
angle in a right triangle using a
trigonometric table

Represents the cosine of an angle as
a ratio of sides in a right triangle

Represents the sine of an angle as a
ratio of sides in a right triangle

Represents the tangent of an angle
as a ratio of sides in a right triangle

Uses sine, cosine, or tangent to
determine the length of a side in a
right triangle

Determines the measure of an acute
angle in a right triangle using a
trigonometric table

Represents the cosine of an angle as
a ratio of sides in a right triangle



Represents the sine of an angle as a
ratio of sides in a right triangle

Represents the tangent of an angle
as a ratio of sides in a right triangle

Uses sine, cosine, or tangent to
determine the length of a side in a
right triangle

Vo l u me

Determines the volume of a
rectangular prism given a net

Describes the effect on volume
when dimensions of a cylinder are
changed

Determines the volume of cylinders,
given the formula

Describes the effect on volume
when dimensions of a rectangular
prism are changed

Determines the volume of pyramids,
given the formula

Determines the volume of cylinders,
formula not provided

Identi�es units for measuring
volume

Determines the volume of cylinders,
given the formula

Solves problems involving volumes
of rectangular prisms within a real-
world or mathematical context

Determines the volume of pyramids,
given the formula

Determines the volume of spheres,
given the formula

Solves problems involving volumes
of rectangular prisms within a real-
world or mathematical context

Describes the effect on volume
when dimensions of a cylinder are
changed

Describes the effect on volume
when dimensions of a rectangular
prism are changed

Determines the height of a cylinder
given the volume and the radius or
diameter

Determines the radius or diameter of
a cylinder given the volume and
height

Determines the radius or diameter of
a sphere given the volume



Determines the volume of cylinders,
formula not provided

Determines the volume of cylinders,
given the formula

Determines the volume of pyramids,
formula not provided

Determines the volume of pyramids,
given the formula

Uses geometric modeling as a
method to solve real-world problems
with given physical or cost
requirements



STATISTICS AND PROBABILITYin v is ib l e

R e in fo rc e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

D e ve l o p th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

In tro du c e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

B ivariate  D ata
Approximates the line of best �t on a
scatter plot

Approximates the line of best �t on a
scatter plot

Analyzes linear trends in scatter
plots to make predictions

Constructs scatter plots of bivariate
data

Compares two sets of bivariate data
to draw conclusions

Describes data in a scatter plot,
including the interpretation of
outliers and clusters

Describes data in a scatter plot,
including the interpretation of
outliers and clusters

Constructs scatter plots of bivariate
data

Describes the correlation or
association between two variables,
including the direction and strength
of linear and nonlinear relationships

Describes the correlation or
association between two variables,
including the direction and strength
of linear and nonlinear relationships

Describes data in a scatter plot,
including the interpretation of
outliers and clusters

Determines a pair of quantitative
variables that has either a positive,
negative, or zero correlation

Determines whether two
quantitative variables have a
positive linear, negative linear, or
zero association

Describes the correlation or
association between two variables,
including the direction and strength
of linear and nonlinear relationships

Determines relative frequencies in a
two-way frequency table

Distinguishes between linear and
nonlinear relationships in scatter
plots

Determines a pair of quantitative
variables that has either a positive,
negative, or zero correlation

Determines whether two
quantitative variables have a
positive linear, negative linear, or
zero association

Determines relative frequencies in a
two-way frequency table

Determines whether two
quantitative variables have a
positive or negative nonlinear
association

Determines whether two
quantitative variables have a
positive linear, negative linear, or
zero association

Estimates the slope of a line of best
�t

Interprets the meaning of the slope
or y-intercept of a line of best �t or
regression line

Interprets the meaning of the slope
or y-intercept of a line of best �t or
regression line

D ata A n al ysis
Identi�es the median, quartiles,
extreme values, and outliers from a
box plot

Identi�es the median, quartiles,
extreme values, and outliers from a
box plot

Compares the means and medians of
related data sets represented in
histograms

Reads and interprets data from a Solves word problems using data Compares the medians of related



histogram from line or dot plots with fractional
scales

data sets represented numerically
and in a line plot

Solves word problems using data
from line or dot plots with fractional
scales

Solves word problems using data
from line or dot plots with fractional
scales

Represents the intersection, union,
and complement of sets using a
Venn diagram

D ata R e pre se n tatio n
Constructs scatter plots of bivariate
data

Constructs scatter plots of bivariate
data

Represents data in histograms

Represents data in histograms Represents data in histograms

Me asu re s o f C e n te r an d S pre ad ( Variabi l ity)

Determines the mean of a data set
Determines a missing value in a data
set when the mean is known

Compares the means and medians of
related data sets represented in
histograms

Determines the median of a data set
that is not ordered

Determines how the measures of
center are affected with the addition
or deletion of a data value, including
outliers

Compares the medians of related
data sets represented numerically
and in a line plot

Determines the median of a data set
that is ordered

Determines the mean of a data set
Determines a missing value in a data
set when the mean is known

Determines the range of a data set
Determines the median of a data set
that is not ordered

Determines how the measures of
center are affected with the addition
or deletion of a data value, including
outliers

Identi�es the median, quartiles,
extreme values, and outliers from a
box plot

Determines the range of a data set
Determines the median of a data set
that is not ordered

Identi�es the median, quartiles,
extreme values, and outliers from a
box plot

Determines the range of a data set

P o pu l atio n s/ R an do m P ro c e sse s
Analyzes data from samples to make
inferences about populations

Analyzes data from samples to make
inferences about populations

Analyzes data from samples to make
inferences about populations

Identi�es a sampling method that
produces the most representative
sample

Identi�es a sampling method that
produces the most representative
sample

Identi�es a sampling method that
produces the most representative
sample

Writes proportions to make
inferences about populations



P ro babil ity
Describes the likelihood of
compound events occurring

Describes the likelihood of
compound events occurring

Determines conditional probabilities
of events without replacement

Determines experimental
probabilities of simple events

Determines conditional probabilities
of events without replacement

Determines experimental
probabilities of simple events

Determines marginal probabilities
using a two-way frequency table

Determines experimental
probabilities of simple events

Determines joint probabilities using
a two-way frequency table

Determines the probability of the
complement of an event

Determines joint probabilities using
a two-way frequency table

Determines probabilities of
compound independent events

Determines theoretical probabilities
of simple events

Determines probabilities of
compound independent events

Determines probabilities using
geometric models

Makes predictions based on
experimental probabilities of simple
events

Determines the probability of the
complement of an event

Determines theoretical probabilities
of simple events

Makes predictions based on
theoretical probabilities of simple
events

Determines theoretical probabilities
of simple events

Makes predictions based on
experimental probabilities of simple
events

Understands the concept of
independence in situations

Makes predictions based on
experimental probabilities of simple
events

Writes proportions to make
predictions based on experimental
probabilities

Modi�es sample space to change the
probability of an event

Understands the concept of
independence in situations

R ate s/ R atio s/ P ro po rtio n s/ P e rc e n ts
Writes proportions to make
predictions based on experimental
probabilities

Writes proportions to make
inferences about populations

S ampl e  S pac e s
Determines the sample space for
more than two compound events
using organized lists, tree diagrams,
or charts

Determines the sample space for
two compound events using
organized lists, tree diagrams, or
charts

Determines the sample space for
two compound events using
organized lists, tree diagrams, or
charts

Uses the Fundamental Counting
Principle to determine the number of
possible outcomes

Uses the Fundamental Counting
Principle to determine the number
of possible outcomes





MAP GROWTH READING LEARNING STATEMENTS

LITERARY TEXT: KEY IDEAS AND DETAILSin v is ib l e

R e in fo rc e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

D e ve l o p th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

In tro du c e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

C h arac te rizatio n
Analyzes dialogue to understand
characters Analyzes how setting
affects characters Analyzes the
effect of characterization Explains
character motivation Infers
character feelings or thoughts
Understands character relationships
Understands how characters are
developed or changed

Analyzes dialogue to understand
characters

In fe re n c e s, C o n c l u sio n s, P re dic tio n s
Draws conclusions from literary text
Makes inferences about plot in
literary text Makes inferences from
poetry

P l o t
Analyzes how setting contributes to
plot Identi�es climax in literary text
Identi�es problem/con�ict in literary
text Identi�es problem/con�ict in
poetry

S e ttin g
Analyzes how setting affects
characters Analyzes how setting
contributes to plot Analyzes how
setting contributes to theme Draws
conclusions about a setting based
on a description

Draws conclusions about a setting
based on a description

Draws conclusions about a setting
based on a description

S u mmarizin g , P araph rasin g
Summarizes poetry



S u ppo rtin g  D e tai l s
Determines details that support a
stated idea in literary text
Determines details that support an
inference in literary text

Compares and contrasts ideas
presented in multiple literary texts
Identi�es details that support the
theme in literary text

Th e me , Mo ral ,  Le sso n
Analyzes how setting contributes to
theme Analyzes the development of
a shared theme in multiple texts
Determines a shared theme in
multiple texts Determines the moral
of a story Determines theme in
literary text Determines theme in
poetry

Determines a shared theme in
multiple texts

Determines theme in poetry

Determines a shared theme in
multiple texts

Un de rstan ds c h arac te r re l atio n sh ips
Understands how characters are
developed or changed

Summarizes poetry



LITERARY TEXT: LANGUAGE, CRAFT, AND STRUCTUREin v is ib l e

R e in fo rc e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

D e ve l o p th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

In tro du c e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

A u th o r' s  C raft:  F ig u rative  Lan g u ag e
Analyzes the effect of �gurative
language in literary text Analyzes the
effect of oxymoron Determines the
meaning of a �gurative phrase in
literary text Identi�es alliteration
Identi�es dialect Identi�es
hyperbole Identi�es idiom Identi�es
irony Identi�es onomatopoeia
Identi�es paradox Identi�es simile
Identi�es symbolism Interprets
allusion in literary text Interprets
euphemism in literary text Interprets
extended metaphor in literary text
Interprets extended metaphor in
persuasive text Interprets extended
metaphor in poetry Interprets
hyperbole in literary text Interprets
idiom in literary text Interprets
metaphor that makes a complex
comparison to describe an abstract
idea in literary text Interprets
personi�cation in literary text
Interprets simile in literary text
Interprets symbolism in literary text

Analyzes the effect of �gurative
language in literary text Determines
the meaning of a �gurative phrase in
literary text Identi�es alliteration
Identi�es hyperbole Identi�es idiom
Identi�es metonymy Identi�es
onomatopoeia Identi�es oxymoron
Identi�es paradox Identi�es
parallelism Identi�es the source of
an allusion Interprets allegory in
literary text Interprets allusion in
literary text Interprets extended
metaphor in literary text Interprets
extended metaphor in poetry
Interprets hyperbole in literary text
Interprets metaphor that makes a
complex comparison to describe an
abstract idea in literary text
Interprets personi�cation in literary
text Interprets simile in literary text
Interprets symbolism in literary text

Identi�es alliteration Identi�es
allusion Identi�es hyperbole
Identi�es onomatopoeia Identi�es
parallelism Interprets metaphor that
makes a complex comparison to
describe an abstract idea in literary
text Interprets simile in literary text

Identi�es alliteration Identi�es
allusion Identi�es hyperbole
Identi�es onomatopoeia Identi�es
parallelism Interprets metaphor that
makes a complex comparison to
describe an abstract idea in literary
text Interprets simile in literary text

A u th o r' s  C raft:  Fo re sh ado w in g , F l ash bac k
Analyzes use of foreshadowing in
literary text Identi�es �ashback in
literary text Identi�es
foreshadowing in literary text

Identi�es �ashback in literary text
Identi�es foreshadowing in literary
text

A u th o r' s  C raft:  Imag e ry, D e sc riptio n
Identi�es imagery or description
Understands that descriptions
appeal to different senses

Analyzes the effect of imagery in
literary text

A u th o r' s  C raft:  P e rspe c tive , A ttitu de



Determines narrator's attitude in
literary text Determines speaker's
attitude in poetry Evaluates
narrator's attitude in literary text to
make an inference Identi�es details
that support narrator's viewpoint in
literary text

Identi�es details that support
narrator's viewpoint in literary text

Understands the point an author
makes in a satirical passage

Understands the point an author
makes in a satirical passage

A u th o r' s  C raft:  P e rsu asive  an d R h e to ric al  Te c h n iqu e s
Interprets extended metaphor in
persuasive text

A u th o r' s  C raft:  S tyl e ,  Vo ic e , To n e , Mo o d
Analyzes how mood is conveyed in
literary text Analyzes the effect of
word choice in literary text
Determines mood in literary text
Determines mood in poetry
Determines tone in literary text
Understands what tone is in literary
text

Analyzes how mood is conveyed in
literary text Analyzes the effect of
word choice in literary text
Determines mood in literary text
Determines mood in poetry
Determines tone in literary text

Analyzes tone in poetry Determines
tone in literary text

Analyzes use of suspense in literary
text

Analyzes how mood affects plot in a
literary text

Analyzes tone in poetry Determines
tone in literary text

Analyzes how mood affects plot in a
literary text

C h arac te ristic s o f G e n re :  Lite rary
Analyzes form or structure of poetry
Analyzes how the structure of a
poem contributes to its meaning
Analyzes use of stage directions
Determines rhyme scheme in poetry
Identi�es form or structure in poetry
Identi�es stanzas in poetry
Understands characteristics of
drama Understands characteristics
of �ction Understands terms that
refer to structural elements in drama

Analyzes use of stage directions
Determines rhyme scheme in poetry
Identi�es form or structure in poetry
Understands characteristics of
narrative poetry Understands terms
that refer to structural elements in
drama

Identi�es form or structure in poetry
Understands terms that refer to
structural elements in drama

Identi�es form or structure in poetry
Understands terms that refer to
structural elements in drama

D ial o g u e



Analyzes how dialogue advances
plot in literary text Analyzes use of
dialogue in literary text Identi�es
dialogue as the primary structure of
a literary text

Analyzes how dialogue advances plot
in literary text

P l o t
Analyzes climax in literary text
Analyzes how dialogue advances
plot in literary text Analyzes use of
suspense in literary text Identi�es
exposition in literary text
Understands development of plot in
literary text Understands terms
commonly used to describe plot

Analyzes how dialogue advances plot
in literary text Identi�es exposition
in literary text Identi�es falling
action in literary text Understands
development of plot in literary text
Understands terms commonly used
to describe plot

Analyzes how mood affects plot in a
literary text Identi�es exposition in
literary text

Analyzes how mood affects plot in a
literary text Identi�es exposition in
literary text

P o in t  o f V ie w
Analyzes the effect of narrator's
point of view Describes how an
ironic point of view affects meaning
Describes the technique an author
uses to develop point of view
Predicts how a story would differ if
told from another point of view
Recognizes third-person point of
view

Analyzes the effect of narrator's
point of view Describes how an
ironic point of view affects meaning
Identi�es a third-person objective
narrator Predicts how a story would
differ if told from another point of
view

Describes how an ironic point of
view affects meaning

Describes how an ironic point of
view affects meaning

P u rpo se
Determines speci�c purpose of
literary text

S u ppo rtin g  D e tai l s
Identi�es details that support
narrator's viewpoint in literary text

Identi�es details that support
narrator's viewpoint in literary text

Te x t S tru c tu re :  O rg an izatio n
Analyzes form or structure of poetry
Identi�es form or structure in poetry

Identi�es form or structure in poetry Identi�es form or structure in poetry

Identi�es form or structure in poetry



INFORMATIONAL TEXT: KEY IDEAS AND DETAILSin v is ib l e

R e in fo rc e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

D e ve l o p th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

In tro du c e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

A sse rtio n s an d C l aims
Compares and contrasts claims in
multiple argumentative texts
Compares and contrasts viewpoints
in multiple informational texts
Determines how an author organizes
claims

Compares and contrasts claims in
multiple argumentative texts
Compares and contrasts viewpoints
in multiple informational texts
Determines how an author organizes
claims

Compares and contrasts claims in
multiple argumentative texts

A u th o r' s  C raft:  P e rspe c tive , A ttitu de
Determines the difference in focus
of two informational texts on the
same topic

C au se  an d Effe c t
Determines the cause of a situation
or event in informational text
Determines the cause of a situation
or event in literary non�ction

Determines the cause of a situation
or event in literary non�ction

C h arac te ristic s o f G e n re :  Lite rary N o n fic tio n
Determines how an autobiographical
account is different from a
biographical account

Fac ts an d O pin io n s
Distinguishes fact from opinion in
informational text

Distinguishes fact from opinion in
informational text

Fo l l o w in g  D ire c tio n s
Locates information in a set of
directions

In fe re n c e s, C o n c l u sio n s, P re dic tio n s
Draws conclusions based on



multiple informational texts Draws
conclusions from informational text
Draws conclusions from literary
non�ction Draws conclusions from
procedural or technical text Makes
inferences from de�nitions Makes
inferences from informational text
Makes inferences from literary
non�ction

Analyzes implicit relationships
between ideas in informational text
Compares and contrasts ideas
described in informational text

Draws conclusions from
informational text Draws
conclusions from procedural or
technical text Makes inferences from
informational text Makes inferences
from literary non�ction

Makes inferences from informational
text

Compares and contrasts ideas
described in informational text

Lo c atin g  In fo rmatio n
Locates details in literary non�ction
Locates information in a set of
directions

Compares and contrasts details in
multiple informational texts

Main  o r C e n tral  Ide a, To pic ,  Tit l e s
Analyzes how details shape a central
idea in literary non�ction Analyzes
the development of a central idea in
informational text Analyzes the
development of a central idea in
literary non�ction Determines main
idea in informational text
Determines main idea in literary
non�ction Determines main idea in
persuasive text Determines the
main idea of publicity materials or
public service announcements
Determines two or more main ideas
in informational text

Analyzes the development of a
central idea in informational text
Determines main idea in

Analyzes the development of a
central idea in informational text
Determines main idea in



informational text Determines main
idea in literary non�ction
Determines two or more main ideas
in informational text

informational text Determines two or
more main ideas in informational text

S u mmarizin g , P araph rasin g
Paraphrases text Summarizes a
sequence of events in informational
text Summarizes informational text
Summarizes political speech
Synthesizes information found in
multiple informational texts

Summarizes informational text
Summarizes political speech

S u ppo rtin g  D e tai l s
Determines details that support a
concept presented in informational
text Determines details that support
a prediction or conclusion in
informational text Determines
details that support a stated idea in
literary non�ction Determines
details that support an inference in
informational text Determines
details that support an inference in
literary non�ction Identi�es details
that support main idea in
informational text

Analyzes the technique and details
an author uses to develop an event,
concept, or characterization in
informational text

Determines details that support a
stated idea in literary non�ction
Determines details that support an
inference in literary non�ction

Determines details that support an
inference in literary non�ction

Analyzes the technique and details
an author uses to develop an event,
concept, or characterization in
informational text

Th e me , Mo ral ,  Le sso n
Determines theme in literary
non�ction



INFORMATIONAL TEXT: LANGUAGE, CRAFT, AND STRUCTUREin v is ib l e

R e in fo rc e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

D e ve l o p th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

In tro du c e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

A sse rtio n s an d C l aims
Analyzes the use of counterclaims in
argumentative text Evaluates
evidence used to support claims in
argumentative text Evaluates
validity of reasoning in
argumentative text Identi�es
evidence that supports a claim in
argumentative text Recognizes
when assertions are stated as
generalizations

Evaluates evidence used to support
claims in argumentative text
Evaluates validity of reasoning in
argumentative text

A u th o r' s  C raft:  F ig u rative  Lan g u ag e
Analyzes the effect of oxymoron

A u th o r' s  C raft:  P e rspe c tive , A ttitu de
Analyzes advertising for evidence of
bias Analyzes argumentative text for
evidence of bias Analyzes
informational text for evidence of
bias or stereotypes Determines
author's attitude in informational
text Determines author's attitude in
persuasive text Evaluates author's
attitude in informational text to
make an inference Evaluates the
effect of bias in argumentative text

Analyzes argumentative text for
evidence of bias Determines
author's attitude in informational
text Determines author's attitude in
persuasive text Evaluates the effect
of bias in argumentative text

A u th o r' s  C raft:  P e rsu asive  an d R h e to ric al  Te c h n iqu e s
Analyzes persuasive technique used
in a speech Recognizes the use of
rhetorical question

Recognizes the use of parallelism

A u th o r' s  C raft:  S tyl e ,  Vo ic e , To n e , Mo o d
Analyzes the effect of word choice
on meaning Determines tone in
informational text

Analyzes the effect of allusion on
tone Determines tone in
informational text

C h arac te ristic s o f G e n re :  P e rsu asive , A rg u me n tative
Analyzes advertising for evidence of
bias Analyzes persuasive technique
used in a speech

Te x t Fe atu re s, V isu al s
Evaluates information in charts or
graphs Understands the purpose of

Understands the purpose of a
sidebar



a sidebar

Te x t S tru c tu re :  O rg an izatio n
Analyzes the effect of multiple
structures in informational text
Analyzes the effect of multiple
structures in literary non�ction text
Analyzes the use of a cause-effect
structure in informational text
Analyzes the use of a chronology
structure in informational text
Analyzes the use of a compare-
contrast structure in informational
text

Analyzes the effect of multiple
structures in informational text
Analyzes the use of a compare-
contrast structure in informational
text



VOCABULARY: ACQUISITION AND USEin v is ib l e

R e in fo rc e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

D e ve l o p th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

In tro du c e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

A c ade mic  an d C o n te n t Vo c abu l ary
Uses context to determine the
meaning of academic words or
phrases in informational text Uses
context to determine the meaning of
domain-speci�c words or phrases in
informational text

B ase  Wo rds, A ffixe s
Applies knowledge of Greek or Latin
roots to determine the meaning of a
word in the 9-12 grade band
Identi�es the meaning of common
Greek and Latin roots Understands
how the pre�x inter- changes the
meaning of a word

Applies knowledge of Greek or Latin
roots to determine the meaning of a
word in the 9-12 grade band

C o n te x t C l u e s:  Un k n o w n  an d Mu l tipl e - Me an in g  Wo rds
Determines which meaning of a
multiple-meaning word in the 9-12
grade band �ts a given context Uses
context in a grade 10 passage to
determine the meaning of above
grade 10 vocabulary Uses context to
determine the meaning of words in
the 9-12 grade band

Uses context to determine the
meaning of words in the 9-12 grade
band

Uses context to determine the
meaning of words in the 9-12 grade
band

R e fe re n c e  Mate rial s
Uses a dictionary de�nition to
con�rm initial understanding of
word meaning Uses context and
dictionary or thesaurus entries to
determine word meaning

Uses context and dictionary or
thesaurus entries to determine word
meaning

Te x t Fe atu re s, V isu al s
Draws conclusions using specialized
reference materials

Wo rd N u an c e s an d S h ade s o f Me an in g
Analyzes connotative meanings of
words in informational text Analyzes
nuances in meaning among related
words to determine which �ts a
given context Understands precise
connotations of words with similar

Analyzes nuances in meaning among
related words to determine which
�ts a given context



meanings Uses context to
determine connotation of words

Wo rd R e l atio n sh ips
Identi�es synonyms of given words
in the 9-12 grade band Identi�es
words or phrases in context that
show a cause-effect relationship
Uses synonym relationships in
context to determine word
meanings

Identi�es synonyms of given words
in the 9-12 grade band Uses
analogies in context to determine
word meaning



MAP GROWTH SCIENCE - GENERAL SCIENCE LEARNING STATEMENTS

LIFE SCIENCEin v is ib l e

R e in fo rc e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

D e ve l o p th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

In tro du c e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

A daptatio n

Constructs explanations to describe
how certain traits help organisms
survive in speci�c environments

Applies evidence about natural
selection to explain how
environmental changes affect gene
distribution, leading to changes in
populations

Predicts how species will adapt over
time to ecological and
environmental change

Describes the conditions necessary
for evolution by natural selection to
occur

Describes how traits that support
survival tend to increase in
populations over time

Describes how natural selection
results in a speci�c adaptation

Analyzes and interprets data to
determine environmental causes for
adaptations

Describes the conditions necessary
for evolution by natural selection to
occur

Predicts the effects of natural
selection on a population

Applies scienti�c ideas or evidence
to explain how natural selection
results in speci�c adaptations

Analyzes and interprets data to
describe how changes in
environmental conditions may affect
species over time

Applies evidence about natural
selection to explain how
environmental changes affect gene
distribution, leading to changes in
populations

B e h avio ral  R e spo n se s



Models how inputs are received by
the senses, are transferred through
nerve cells to the brain, and result in
behavioral responses

B o dy S yste ms:  In te rac tin g  S yste ms an d Ho me o stasis
Describes how systems work
together for the body to function

Describes how systems work
together for the body to function

Identi�es systems that work
together to perform speci�c
functions of the body

Describes how parts of body
systems interact for the body to
function

Describes how parts of body
systems interact for the body to
function

Identi�es ways that the human body
maintains equilibrium

Describes how parts of body
systems interact for the body to
function

B o dy S yste ms:  O rg an s an d S pe c ial ize d C e l l s
Relates the structures of specialized
cells to their functions within
organisms

Relates the structures of specialized
cells to their functions within
organisms

Describes how structure supports
the functions of organs

Describes how structure supports
the functions of organs

Describes how structure supports
the functions of organs, using
models

Describes how structure supports
the functions of organs, using
models

Describes how structure supports
the functions of organs

B o dy S yste ms:  S yste m C o mpo n e n ts an d Fu n c tio n s
Relates concepts of cells, tissues,
organs, and organ systems, using
models

Relates concepts of cells, tissues,
organs, and organ systems, using
models

Recognizes components of the
respiratory system

Identi�es parts within organisms as
cells, tissues, organs, or organ
systems

Analyzes and interprets data to
relate cells, tissues, organs, and
organ systems

Identi�es parts within organisms as
cells, tissues, organs, or organ



systems

C e l l s:  S tru c tu re s an d Fu n c tio n s

Relates the cell membrane to its
functions in the cell

Represents how organelles affect
the functioning of a cell as a whole,
using models

Relates structures of plant and
animal cells to their functions

Describes how the structure of DNA
affects the structure and/or function
of proteins, cells, and organisms

Represents how organelles affect
the functioning of a cell as a whole,
using models

Describes how the structure of DNA
affects the structure of proteins,
using models

Describes how the structure of DNA
affects the structure and/or function
of proteins, cells, and organisms

Relates the number of mitochondria
in different types of cells to the
energy requirements of those cells

Relates the number of mitochondria
in different types of cells to the
energy requirements of those cells

Describes the purpose of genetically
modifying organisms by inserting
chloroplasts

Compares the functions of cell walls
in plant cells to structures found in
other organisms

Analyzes and interprets data to
relate chloroplasts to
photosynthesis

Relates the green color of plants to
the presence of chloroplasts and the
capacity for photosynthesis

Ec o syste m D yn amic s
Analyzes and interprets data to
describe how biological and physical
changes impact biodiversity over
time

Evaluates solutions for minimizing
habitat destruction caused by human
activities

Evaluates solutions for minimizing
habitat destruction caused by
human activities

Effe c ts o f Hu man s o n  Habitats an d Livin g  Th in g s
Evaluates solutions intended to
lessen the negative effects of
humans on biodiversity

Analyzes and interprets data to infer
effects of human activity on
ecosystems



De�nes design problems about
reducing human impacts on
ecosystems

Analyzes and interprets data to infer
effects of human activity on
ecosystems

Effe c ts o f Hu man s o n  Lan d, Wate r,  an d A ir
Describes effects of
fertilizers/phosphates on rivers and
lakes

En g in e e rin g  D e sig n  S o l u tio n s
Evaluates solutions intended to
lessen the negative effects of
humans on biodiversity

Evaluates solutions for minimizing
habitat destruction caused by human
activities

Evaluates solutions for minimizing
habitat destruction caused by
human activities

En g in e e rin g  P ro bl e ms
De�nes design problems about
reducing human impacts on
ecosystems

Evo l u tio n ary R e l atio n sh ips an d Evide n c e
Constructs explanations relating
cellular evidence to biological
evolution

Applies scienti�c ideas to explain
similarities and differences among
living organisms or among fossilized
and living organisms

Constructs explanations relating
anatomical evidence to biological
evolution

Ex tin c tio n  an d S pe c iatio n
Compares causes of mass extinction
in the past and present

G e n e tic  C ro sse s
Analyzes and interprets data to
predict the probabilities of
expressed traits for crosses
involving a single trait

Analyzes and interprets data to
predict the probabilities of
expressed traits for crosses
involving a single trait

Describes inheritance patterns of
recessive traits in populations

Applies scienti�c ideas of dominant
and recessive alleles to infer traits of



parents

Applies scienti�c ideas of dominant
and recessive alleles to infer traits
of parents

Uses mathematics to predict
probabilities that offspring will
express certain traits, given parental
alleles

Applies scienti�c ideas of dominant
and recessive alleles to explain
observed traits of offspring

Analyzes and interprets data of
offspring's expressed traits to
predict parental genotypes for
crosses involving one trait

Uses mathematics to predict
probabilities that offspring will
express certain traits, given parental
alleles

Infers whether a trait is dominant or
recessive, using a pedigree chart

Infers genotypes of parents for
single-trait crosses, using Punnett
squares

Analyzes and interprets data of
offspring's expressed traits to
predict parental genotypes for
crosses involving one trait

Uses mathematics to predict
probabilities that offspring will
express certain traits, given parental
alleles

G ro u p B e h avio r
Supports claims that group behavior
improves survivability of individuals
and the species as a whole

Uses evidence to explain how group
behavior affects the probability of
survival of group members

In fo rmatio n  Tran sfe r
Sequences the steps required for an
organism to process stimuli

In h e rite d an d A c qu ire d Traits
Describes how the environment
in�uences the expression of genes

In te rac tio n s amo n g  O rg an isms
Analyzes and interprets data to
determine how interactions with
living and nonliving environmental
factors affect the carrying capacity
of populations

Analyzes and interprets data to
describe how predatory interactions



affect populations over time

Predicts how changes to mutually
bene�cial interactions affect
populations

Applies scienti�c ideas to explain
how competition affects population
changes

Describes how animals affect plant
reproduction

In te rac tio n s w ith  th e  P h ysic al  En viro n me n t
Analyzes and interprets data to
determine how interactions with
living and nonliving environmental
factors affect the carrying capacity
of populations

Mo l e c u l ar G e n e tic s
Infers the effect of a mutation on an
organism

Predicts effects of mutations in
somatic cells and sex cells

N atu ral  an d A rtific ial  S e l e c tio n
Describes the conditions necessary
for evolution by natural selection to
occur

Describes the conditions necessary
for evolution by natural selection to
occur

Applies scienti�c ideas to explain
how sexual reproduction and
genetic variation affect survivability

Applies evidence about natural
selection to explain how
environmental changes affect gene
distribution, leading to changes in
populations

Applies scienti�c ideas or evidence
to infer the effects of genetic
variability on survival

Applies scienti�c ideas to explain
speciation due to natural selection

Describes how genetic engineering
can be used for different
applications

Identi�es examples of arti�cial
selection

Applies scienti�c ideas or evidence
to explain how natural selection
results in speci�c adaptations

Describes bene�ts of selective



breeding

Describes how natural selection
results in a speci�c adaptation

Predicts the effects of natural
selection on a population

Constructs explanations to describe
how certain traits help organisms
survive in speci�c environments

Applies evidence about natural
selection to explain how
environmental changes affect gene
distribution, leading to changes in
populations

P ath w ays o f En e rg y an d Matte r in  Ec o syste ms

Traces the �ow of energy through
ecosystems, using models of food
chains or food webs

Describes how photosynthesis and
cellular respiration contribute to the
cycling of carbon through Earth's
systems, using quantitative models

Describes the relative sizes of
populations in food chain models

Describes the relative sizes of
populations in food chain models

Compares levels of ecological
pyramids

Compares levels of ecological
pyramids

Describes available energy at
different trophic levels in
ecosystems, using models

Describes available energy at
different trophic levels in
ecosystems, using models

Determines evidence supporting the
presence of aerobic or anaerobic
respiration

Describes how photosynthesis and
cellular respiration contribute to the
cycling of carbon through Earth's
systems

Describes how photosynthesis and
cellular respiration contribute to the
cycling of carbon through Earth's
systems

Describes how energy transfers
between trophic levels of
ecosystems

Describes how energy transfers
between trophic levels of
ecosystems

Compares the �ow of energy and/or
matter in aerobic and anaerobic
respiration, using models

Applies scienti�c ideas to explain
differences in biomass among
trophic levels in an ecosystem

Describes the �ow of matter and
energy in small-scale ecosystems



Supports claims about the process
of respiration in both aerobic and
anaerobic environments

Describes how photosynthesis and
cellular respiration contribute to the
cycling of carbon through Earth's
systems

Describes how energy transfers
between trophic levels of
ecosystems

P h o to syn th e sis  an d R e spiratio n

Describes energy �ow in respiration
Represents the �ow of matter and
energy in cellular respiration, using
models

Represents the �ow of matter and
energy in cellular respiration, using
models

Describes the �ow of matter and
energy in photosynthesis and
cellular respiration

Compares the �ow of matter and
energy in photosynthesis and
cellular respiration, using models

Represents the �ow of matter and
energy in photosynthesis, using
models

Describes the �ow of matter and
energy in photosynthesis and
cellular respiration

Makes a claim based on evidence
about photosynthesis

Represents the �ow of matter and
energy in photosynthesis, using
models

Represents the �ow of matter and
energy in cellular respiration, using
models

Recognizes substances in plants
that provide energy for the plants'
growth

Describes the �ow of matter and
energy in photosynthesis and
cellular respiration

P o pu l atio n  D yn amic s
Predicts how changes to one
population will indirectly affect other
populations in ecosystems, using
models



Predicts how changes to
ecosystems will affect populations
within those ecosystems

Predicts how changes to one
population will indirectly affect other
populations in ecosystems

Applies scienti�c ideas to explain
how competition affects population
changes

Predicts how changes to one
population will directly affect other
populations in ecosystems

R e pro du c tio n  an d G e n e tic  Variatio n
Describes how the expression of
different genes causes cells to have
different functions

Describes how the expression of
different genes causes cells to have
different functions

Applies scienti�c ideas to explain
variations of traits in populations

Describes causes of genetic
variability in species

Describes causes of genetic
variability in species

R e pro du c tio n , G ro w th , an d D e ve l o pme n t
Describes how animals affect plant
reproduction

Describes how the expression of
different genes causes cells to have
different functions

Describes how the expression of
different genes causes cells to have
different functions

Relates differentiation to the
development of the systems in
complex organisms



PHYSICAL SCIENCEin v is ib l e

R e in fo rc e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

D e ve l o p th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

In tro du c e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

A c c e l e ratio n  an d F re e  Fal l
Explains why objects with different
masses can fall at the same rate

A to mic  S tru c tu re
Describes limitations or accuracy of
atomic models

Describes limitations or accuracy of
atomic models

Identi�es models of elements using
information from the periodic table

Identi�es models of elements using
information from the periodic table

Recognizes the number of
subatomic particles in models of
atoms

Develops models of elements using
information from the periodic table

Identi�es accurate models of atoms
Recognizes the number of
subatomic particles in models of
atoms

Identi�es accurate models of atoms

C h e mic al  P ro pe rtie s o f Matte r
Predicts patterns of properties
using the periodic table

Predicts patterns of properties
using the periodic table

Describes properties of individual
elements based on their position in
the periodic table

Describes societal and
environmental impacts of producing
various products from synthetic and
natural materials

Describes properties of individual
elements based on their position in
the periodic table

C h e mic al  R e ac tio n s
Determines reactants and products
in models of chemical reactions by
recognizing that atoms are
conserved

Identi�es factors that affect rates of
reaction

Identi�es factors that affect rates of
reaction

Designs devices that use chemical
reactions to transfer thermal energy

Applies scienti�c ideas about
thermal energy transfers in chemical
reactions to explain phenomena

Predicts how changes in
temperature affect rates of reaction

Predicts how changes in Balances chemical equations



temperature affect rates of reaction

Compares amounts and
compositions of products and
reactants of chemical reactions
using the law of conservation of
matter

Compares amounts and
compositions of products and
reactants of chemical reactions
using the law of conservation of
matter

C o n se rvatio n  o f Mass an d Matte r
Compares amounts and
compositions of products and
reactants of chemical reactions
using the law of conservation of
matter

Applies conservation of matter to
calculate amounts of products and
reactants, using chemical equations

Relates changes in temperature and
state to changes in thermal energy

Compares amounts and
compositions of products and
reactants of chemical reactions
using the law of conservation of
matter

Determines reactants and products
in models of chemical reactions by
recognizing that atoms are
conserved

Develops and uses models to
demonstrate that atoms are
rearranged and not lost during
chemical reactions

Relates changes in temperature and
state to changes in thermal energy

Effe c ts o f Fo rc e  o n  Mo tio n
Describes how technologies help
meet design criteria for preventing
damage to colliding objects

Describes effects of forces on
motions of objects in space

Applies Newton's third law to explain
design solutions that change the
motion of objects

Predicts motions of interacting
objects by applying Newton's third
law

Applies Newton's third law to explain
phenomena

Describes how technologies help
meet design criteria for preventing
damage to colliding objects

Analyzes and interprets motion data
to describe effects of forces on
objects

Evaluates design solutions to
reduce forces on objects during
collisions

Analyzes and interprets force
diagrams to describe the
acceleration of objects

Describes how forces acting on an
object determine the motion of the
object

Analyzes and interprets speed-time
data to determine when

Describes forces acting on objects
with constant velocity



balanced/unbalanced forces are
acting

Analyzes and interprets motion data
to describe effects of forces on
objects

Describes a solution to a design
problem involving forces

Relates forces on objects to motion
data for the objects

Analyzes and interprets force
diagrams to describe the
acceleration of objects

El e c tric  C h arg e s an d Fo rc e s
Describes how charged objects
affect uncharged objects, using
models

Describes how to test objects for a
positive or negative static electric
charge

Describes causes of static electricity
Compares electric forces between
objects with different charges at
different distances

Describes how electric �elds exert
forces that cause interactions
between objects not in contact

El e c tro mag n e tic  Wave s
Describes effects of ultraviolet light
on humans

Identi�es the wavelength from a
model of an electromagnetic wave

Describes effects of
electromagnetic radiation on living
organisms

Describes effects of
electromagnetic radiation on living
organisms

En e rg y C o n ve rsio n s
Describes energy transfers between
potential and kinetic energy

Describes energy conversions
during the process of burning

Investigates energy conversions in
devices, based on criteria and
constraints

Investigates energy conversions in
devices, based on criteria and
constraints

Develops and uses models to
describe energy transfers between
potential and kinetic energy

Describes conversions between
chemical and mechanical energy in
moving animals

Describes energy conversions in a
chemical reaction considering
energy conservation

Develops and uses models to
describe energy transfers between
potential and kinetic energy



Describes energy conversions due
to acceleration of objects within
magnetic �elds

Calculates changes in energy of an
object based on changes in position
of that object

Describes energy conversions
involving generating and using
electricity

Describes energy conversions
involving generating and using
electricity

Describes changes in kinetic,
thermal, and potential energy when
objects collide

Relates potential energy to height of
objects using graphs

Describes energy conversions in
devices

Describes energy conversions in
devices

En e rg y Fo rms

Relates changes in motions in space
systems to energy

Relates the amount of thermal
energy transferred to a
substance/object to the speed and
average kinetic energy of particles
within the substance/object

Describes energy inputs/outputs of
devices

Describes energy inputs/outputs of
devices

En g in e e rin g  D e sig n  S o l u tio n s
Applies scienti�c ideas about the
effects of heat transfer on materials
used in technological designs

Evaluates solutions to solve
problems involving heat energy

Investigates energy conversions in
devices, based on criteria and
constraints

Applies scienti�c ideas about the
effects of heat transfer on materials
used in technological designs

Plans investigations to test
proposed design solutions to
problems involving heat transfer

Investigates energy conversions in
devices, based on criteria and
constraints

Analyzes and interprets data to
determine materials with properties
that meet the criteria and
constraints of a solution

Designs devices that use chemical
reactions to transfer thermal energy

Analyzes and interprets data to
determine materials with properties
that meet the criteria and
constraints of a solution

Describes how technologies help
meet design criteria for preventing

Evaluates design solutions to
reduce forces on objects during



damage to colliding objects collisions

Re�nes designs to optimize motions
of objects

Describes how technologies help
meet design criteria for preventing
damage to colliding objects

Re�nes designs to optimize motions
of objects

En g in e e rin g  P ro bl e ms
Represents forces with free-body
diagrams

Relates understanding of forces to
advances in technology

G ravity
Analyzes and interprets planetary
mass-weightdata to predict weights
on other planets

Relates the force of gravity to
acceleration due to gravity

Describes effects of gravity on
projectiles

Predicts the weights of objects in
different places in the Earth-Moon
system

Compares gravitational �elds of
planets with the same radius and
different masses

Relates changes in the force of
gravity to changes of the mass of
objects

Analyzes and interprets data to make
claims about the relative
gravitational forces between objects

Relates the force of gravity to
acceleration due to gravity

Predicts the weights of objects in
different places in the Earth-Moon
system

He at Tran sfe r

Describes the motion of heat
between substances

Applies scienti�c ideas about heat
transfer to explain the results of
investigations

Applies scienti�c ideas about heat
transfer to explain the results of
investigations

Plans investigations to test
proposed design solutions to
problems involving heat transfer

Evaluates procedures in terms of
variables and controls, for
investigations about heat transfer

Evaluates solutions to solve
problems involving heat energy



Evaluates tools needed to
investigate heat transfer

Plans investigations to answer
questions about factors affecting
heat transfer

Plans investigations to answer
questions about factors affecting
heat transfer

Describes heat �ow/transfer during
changes of state/phase

Applies scienti�c ideas about the
effects of heat transfer on materials
used in technological designs

Applies scienti�c ideas about the
effects of heat transfer on materials
used in technological designs

Recognizes that heat/thermal
energy moves from higher to lower
temperatures

In fo rmatio n  Tran sfe r
Recognizes that light can carry
information

Compares the effects of digital and
analog methods of transferring and
maintaining information

Lig h t
Applies scienti�c ideas to explain
how different transparent materials
affect the path of light

Describes how light carries
information from objects to eyes

Recognizes refraction of light in a
model

Describes how materials absorb and
transmit light, using models

Explains that the color of objects is
related to the light absorbed and
re�ected by them

Recognizes refraction of light in a
model

Explains that the color of objects is
related to the light absorbed and
re�ected by them

Mag n e tism an d El e c tro mag n e tism
Plans investigations to demonstrate
the effects of magnetic �elds on
electric currents

Describes how to make magnets by
using electric currents

Analyzes and interprets data to infer
relationships between magnetic
forces and distances

Analyzes and interprets data to infer
relationships between magnetic
forces and distances

Describes how magnets separate
mixtures, using models

Describes how magnets separate
mixtures, using models

Mo l e c u l ar S tru c tu re  an d B o n din g
Develops and uses models to Develops and uses models to



describe the structure of molecules describe the structure of molecules

Relates the properties of
compounds to the chemical bonds of
the compounds

Relates the properties of
compounds to the chemical bonds of
the compounds

Analyzes and interprets data in the
periodic table to determine
examples of crystalline compounds

Relates the effects of electrons to
the chemical properties of
elements/molecules, using models

Describes how the properties of
water molecules affect the behavior
of water

Analyzes and interprets data in the
periodic table to determine the
types of bonding in compounds

Recognizes that forces between
atoms hold molecules of substances
together

Mo me n tu m
Recognizes factors that can change
an object's momentum

Mo tio n
Relates motions of objects to graphs
of the motions

Relates motions of objects to graphs
of the motions

Re�nes designs to optimize motions
of objects

Describes plans to investigate
factors that affect motions of
objects

Re�nes designs to optimize motions
of objects

N u c l e ar C h e mistry
Compares energy release from
fusion, �ssion, and chemical
reactions

P artic l e  Mo de l  o f Matte r
Applies a particle model of matter to
explain the expansion and
compression of objects and
substances

Applies a particle model of matter to
explain the expansion and
compression of objects and
substances

Applies scienti�c ideas to explain
how molecular movement affects
the density of substances in
different states of matter

Analyzes and interprets data to
relate temperature changes to
changes in molecular motion and
spacing

Relates molecular/particle motion
and spacing to the states/phases of
substances, using a model

Applies scienti�c ideas to relate
changes in the properties of
substances when heated to changes
in the molecular/particle motion
and/or spacing



Analyzes and interprets data to
relate temperature changes to
changes in molecular motion and
spacing

Relates changes in temperature to
changes in the average
speed/kinetic energy and/or spacing
of molecules

Plans and/or evaluates
investigations about diffusion using
appropriate variables and controls

Relates molecular/particle motion
and spacing to state/phase changes
of substances

Relates changes in temperature to
changes in the average
speed/kinetic energy and/or spacing
of molecules

Applies scienti�c ideas of particle
motion and spacing to explain visible
behaviors of liquids and gases

Applies the particle model of matter
to describe how temperature affects
pressure

Relates molecular/particle motion
and spacing to changes in
temperature/heat/thermal energy of
a substance, using a model

Relates molecular/particle motion
and spacing to state/phase changes
of substances

Determines evidence to support
claims about the relationship
between temperature and
particle/molecular motion

Relates molecular/particle motion
and spacing to changes in
temperature/heat/thermal energy of
a substance, using a model

Describes how factors that affect
rates of reaction work at the
molecular level

Describes how factors that affect
rates of reaction work at the
molecular level

P h ysic al  P ro pe rtie s o f Matte r
Predicts how changes in
temperature affect density and
buoyancy

Predicts how changes in
temperature affect density and
buoyancy

Analyzes and interprets data to
determine materials with properties
that meet the criteria and
constraints of a solution

Analyzes and interprets data to
determine materials with properties
that meet the criteria and
constraints of a solution

Analyzes and interprets data to
classify elements as metals or
nonmetals based on their properties

Applies scienti�c ideas to explain
changes in volume of a system

Applies scienti�c ideas to explain
changes in volume of a system

Describes properties of individual
elements based on their position in
the periodic table

Describes properties of individual
elements based on their position in

Describes characteristics of physical
changes



the periodic table

Describes characteristics of physical
changes

Analyzes and interprets data to
relatedensity to the ability of an
object to �oat or sink

Analyzes and interprets data to
relatedensity to the ability of an
object to �oat or sink

Predicts patterns of properties
using the periodic table

Predicts patterns of properties
using the periodic table

Describes societal and
environmental impacts of producing
various products from synthetic and
natural materials

Predicts how changes in
temperature or pressure will affect
the volume of gases

Predicts how changes in
temperature or pressure will affect
the volume of gases

Analyzes and interprets data to infer
the properties of substances

P u re  S u bstan c e s, Mix tu re s, an d S o l u tio n s
Compares mixtures, compounds,
and elements, using models

Compares mixtures, compounds,
and elements, using models

Describes plans to investigate using
melting points to distinguish pure
substances from mixtures

Analyzes and interprets data to infer
whether substances are mixtures or
compounds

Describes patterns of properties for
groups of elements and for periods
of elements on the periodic table

Describes patterns of properties for
groups of elements and for periods
of elements on the periodic table

S o u n d Wave s
Relates sound transmission to
molecular spacing of mediums

Relates sound transmission to the
medium of waves

Relates amplitude to energy of
sound waves, using mathematical
representations

Analyzes and interprets data to
predict the pitch of sounds

Relates sound transmission to the
medium of waves

Wave  P ro pe rtie s
Uses models to describe the effects
of various obstacles on the
movement of mechanical waves

Applies knowledge of how waves
move through different mediums to
describe the structure of objects

Explains why waves move at
different speeds through different
mediums



EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCEin v is ib l e

R e in fo rc e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

D e ve l o p th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

In tro du c e  th e se  sk i l l s  &
c o n c e pts

C l imate
Describes how human activities and
natural events have in�uenced the
rise in global temperatures during
modern times

Analyzes and interprets data to infer
that greenhouse gases affect global
climate change

Applies scienti�c ideas to explain
the increasing intensity of severe
weather associated with global
climate change

Describes relationships between
human-produced greenhouse gases
and Earth'systems

Predicts how increases in
atmospheric carbon dioxide affect
heat storage in the atmosphere

Predicts how increases in
atmospheric carbon dioxide affect
heat storage in the atmosphere

Describes how clouds affect
radiation of heat energy between
Earth and space

Describes how clouds affect
radiation of heat energy between
Earth and space

Describes how volcanic eruptions
affect weather and climate

Describes how volcanic eruptions
affect weather and climate

Analyzes and interprets maps to
describe how elevation, large bodies
of water, and/or landforms affect
local climates

Describes how latitude and ocean
currents affect climates

Uses models to predict how changes
in Earth's atmosphere affect energy
�ow and therefore climate

Compares the time scale of events
that affect planetary energy �ow and
global climate

Predicts how increases in
atmospheric carbon dioxide affect
heat storage in the atmosphere

Describes how latitude and ocean
currents affect climates

Earth' s  Laye rs
Describes how volcanic eruptions Describes mantle convection in



change Earth's surface Earth, using models

Describes mantle convection in
Earth, using models

Describes examples of the
coevolution of life and Earth's
atmosphere

Recognizes rapid and slow
processes that change Earth's
surface

Describes examples of the
coevolution of life and Earth's
atmosphere

Analyzes and interprets data to
relate density to the order of Earth's
layers

Ec l ipse s an d Mo o n  P h ase s
Describes data needed to
investigate the phases of the Moon

Describes the causes of solar
eclipses

Describes the causes of solar
eclipses

Applies knowledge of Sun-Earth-
Moon system to design a model of
the system

Analyzes and interprets data to
determine the length of a lunar cycle

Determines the phases of the Moon
using a model of the Earth-Sun-
Moon system

Determines the phases of the Moon
using a model of the Earth-Sun-
Moon system

Effe c ts o f Hu man s o n  Habitats an d Livin g  Th in g s
Uses evidence to support
predictions about effects of humans'
resource consumption on
Earth'systems

Uses evidence to support
predictions about effects of humans'
resource consumption on
Earth'systems

Describes human activities that
disrupt ecosystems

Describes human activities that
disrupt ecosystems

Plans investigations to determine
the impact of human activities on
the environment

Describes how changes in the
production and use of fossil fuels
affect society and the environment

Describes how changes in the
production and use of fossil fuels
affect society and the environment

Describes human activities that
disrupt ecosystems



Effe c ts o f Hu man s o n  Lan d, Wate r,  an d A ir
Evaluates solutions designed to
reduce human consumption of
natural resources

Predicts effects of alternative
energy technologies on natural
resources

Analyzes and interprets data to
predict how the frequency of
problems related to pollution will
change over time

Describes how human activities
affect the nitrogen cycle

Applies knowledge of the use of
fossil fuels to explain increases in
atmospheric carbon dioxide

Describes relationships between
human-produced greenhouse gases
and Earth'systems

Evaluates competing solutions
designed to reduce environmental
impacts of energy production

Evaluates solutions to problems
involving human impacts on global
climate

Evaluates solutions to problems
involving human impacts on forest
and stream systems

Relates burning of fossil fuels to
acidi�cation of water

Evaluates competing solutions
designed to reduce environmental
impacts of energy production

En g in e e rin g  D e sig n  S o l u tio n s
Evaluates solutions designed to
reduce human consumption of
natural resources

Evaluates solutions to problems
involving human impacts on forest
and stream systems

Analyzes and interprets data to
compare the costs and bene�ts of
solutions for developing energy
resources

Analyzes and interprets data to
compare the costs and bene�ts of
solutions for developing energy
resources

Analyzes and interprets data about
rock and soil properties to design a
solution to a problem

Evaluates solutions to problems
involving human impacts on global
climate

En g in e e rin g  P ro bl e ms
De�nes criteria and constraints for
solutions to problems involving the
use of energy resources

Identi�es problems that erosion and
weathering can cause for humans

En g in e e rin g  S o l u tio n  O ptimizatio n s
Evaluates competing solutions
designed to reduce environmental

Evaluates competing solutions
designed to reduce environmental



impacts of energy production impacts of energy production

N atu ral  Hazards
Recognizes impacts of volcanic
activity on human societies

Recognizes impacts of volcanic
activity on human societies

Analyzes and interprets data about
natural hazards to predict disastrous
events

Recognizes impacts of volcanic
activity on human societies

N atu ral  R e so u rc e s
Analyzes and interprets data to
compare the costs and bene�ts of
solutions for developing energy
resources

Analyzes and interprets data to
compare the costs and bene�ts of
solutions for developing energy
resources

De�nes criteria and constraints for
solutions to problems involving the
use of energy resources

Describes relationships between
natural resource management and
long-term human survival

Describes how decreased resource
availability affects human actions

Evaluates competing solutions
designed to reduce environmental
impacts of energy production

Evaluates competing solutions
designed to reduce environmental
impacts of energy production

Uses evidence to support
predictions about effects of humans'
resource consumption on
Earth'systems

Uses evidence to support
predictions about effects of humans'
resource consumption on
Earth'systems

P l ate  Te c to n ic s
Applies evidence from sea-�oor
models to explain the ages of parts
of Earth's crust

Uses models to describe evidence
supporting plate tectonics

Analyzes and interprets data to
describe evidence supporting plate
tectonics

Analyzes and interprets data to
describe evidence supporting plate
tectonics

Uses models to describe geologic
features formed at plate boundaries

Describes how uplift causes
changes to Earth's surface

Uses models to describe causes of
plate motion

Uses models to describe geologic Applies scienti�c reasoning and



features formed at plate boundaries evidence to explain changes in
Earth's surface due to plate
movement

Relates models to phenomena
caused by plate tectonics

Applies scienti�c ideas about plate
tectonics to describe patterns of
species distribution

Analyzes and interprets patterns
found on maps to describe how the
locations of earthquakes and
volcanoes relate to the locations of
tectonic plates

Uses models to describe the
formation of geologic features of the
ocean �oor over time

Identi�es landforms that result from
uplift

Develops and uses models to
describe patterns in the relative
ages of geologic structures based
on their distances from tectonic
plate features

Uses models to describe geologic
features formed at plate boundaries

R o c k  Laye rs an d th e  Fo ssi l  R e c o rd
Describes the process of igneous
intrusions, using models

Develops and uses models to
describe features of rock layers

Describes how radioactive dating of
Earth materials can provide
evidence about Earth's history and
formation

R o c k s, Min e ral s,  an d S o i l
Analyzes and interprets data about
rock and soil properties to design a
solution to a problem

Applies scienti�c ideas to explain
why mineral deposits occur along
plate boundaries

Describes the role of energy in the
formation of sedimentary, igneous,
and metamorphic rocks

Describes the �ow of energy and
cycling of matter through the rock
cycle

Describes the �ow of energy and
cycling of matter through the rock
cycle



Describes processes of the rock
cycle, using models

S e aso n s, D ays, an d Ye ars
Describes how Earth's axial tilt
affects seasons

Describes how Earth's axial tilt
affects seasons

Describes how Earth's axial tilt
affects seasons, using a model of
the Sun-Earth

Describes how Earth's axial tilt
affects seasons, using a model of
the Sun-Earth

Uses models of the Sun-Earth to
show Earth's axial tilt

Uses models of the Sun-Earth to
show Earth's axial tilt

Identi�es seasons using a Sun-Earth
model

Identi�es seasons using a Sun-Earth
model

Describes how Earth's axial tilt
affects temperature, using a model
of the Sun-Earth

Describes how Earth's axial tilt
affects temperature, using a model
of the Sun-Earth

Describes why some planets do not
have seasons

Identi�es seasons using a Sun-Earth
model

Th e  S o l ar S yste m
Provides evidence to support claims
about effects of solar �ares on
Earth'systems

Describes evidence supporting
predictions about the Sun's life-span

Analyzes and interprets data to
develop scale models of the Solar
System

Describes the effects of solar events
on Earth'systems

Describes the relationship between
gravitational attraction and orbits

Analyzes and interprets data to
compare scale characteristics of
planets

Th e  Un ive rse , S tars,  an d G al ax ie s
Develops and uses models to
represent the effects of gravity on
systems in space

Develops and uses models to
represent the effects of gravity on
systems in space

Analyzes and interprets data to
describe the motion of stars as seen
from Earth

Analyzes and interprets data to
support the idea that matter in the
Universe has a common origin

Orders the systems of the Universe
by relative size



Develops and uses models to
represent the effects of orbital
motion on gravitational force

Relates changes in stellar positions
as seen from Earth to positions of
Earth in its orbit

Recognizes that Earth and its Solar
System are part of the Milky Way
galaxy

Develops and uses models to
represent the effects of gravity on
systems in space

Recognizes effects of motion on the
shifting of the
color/wavelength/frequency of light

Uses evidence and reasoning to
support the big bang theory

Wate r o n  Earth

Describes the causes of dew
formation

Describes causes of surface
currents and deep water ocean
currents

Describes the effects of glaciers on
Earth's surface

Describes how humans impact the
water cycle

Infers how environmental changes
impact the water cycle, using models

Describes how sunlight affects
global movement of ocean currents

Describes causes of surface
currents and deep water ocean
currents

Represents processes of the water
cycle in models

Describes how humans impact the
water cycle

Represents processes of the water
cycle in models

Describes causes of surface
currents and deep water ocean
currents

Represents processes of the water
cycle in models

We ath e r C o n ditio n s, P re dic tio n , an d Me asu re me n t
Identi�es the Sun as the source of
energy for weather

Describes how the uneven heating
of Earth causes global wind patterns



Reads and interprets data from
weather instruments to describe the
weather

Describes how the uneven heating
of land and bodies of water causes
wind, using models

Describes how the uneven heating
of land and/or bodies of water
causes wind

Describes how the uneven heating
of land and/or bodies of water
causes wind

Describes the effects of interacting
air masses

Recognizes effects of the "Coriolis
effect" on global wind patterns

Describes differential heating and
cooling of land and water by sunlight

Applies knowledge of density and
temperature to explain interactions
of air masses

Describes how the uneven heating
of Earth causes global wind patterns

Describes effects of Earth's rotation
on global oceanic and atmospheric
patterns

We ath e rin g  an d Ero sio n
Describes how moving water erodes
and carves land to form canyons over
time

Determines variables and controls in
investigations about water erosion

Determines variables and controls in
investigations about water erosion

Determines evidence that supports
claims about the formation of
landforms

Describes how the freezing and
thawing of water causes weathering

Describes how erosion and
deposition form deltas, islands, and
�ood plains

Applies scienti�c ideas about the
scale of geologic processes to
explain changes in landscapes

Describes how water deposits
sediments and changes landforms
over time

Applies scienti�c ideas and
evidence to explain examples of
chemical weathering

Identi�es problems that erosion and
weathering can cause for humans

Determines evidence that supports
claims about the formation of
landforms

Applies scienti�c ideas to explain



the effects of erosion on mountain
height

Describes how water erosion
changes Earth's surface, using
models

Compares the composition of
weathered and unweathered rocks,
using models

Describes how weathering and
erosion from wind and water form
buttes, pillars, and arches over time

Describes how water deposits
sediments and changes landforms
over time

Applies scienti�c ideas to explain
how volcanic eruptions may increase
water erosion

Describes how erosion and
deposition form deltas, islands, and
�ood plains


